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Contrqversy surrounds president's on-campus house
By DENISE FISHER
Contributing Writer
As construction workers put
the finishing touches on the
$1.4 million home built for the
university and its president, Dr.
John Hitt, controversial issues
about the cost and necessity of
the house arise among students
and faculty.
Dr. Rosie Joels, professor of
reading and English, had a
problem with the construction.
"I think there are a lot of distractions on campus that have
nothing to do with the real work
of the university," she said.
"Increasingly,
the
central
administration seems to be
detached from the day to day
concerns related to teaching,
research and service.
"Most administrators arrive
with an edifice complex," she
said. "They see that as a big
way to show that they are exercising their teachings."
Several students, who wish to
remain anonymous, said they
thought the university could use
that money on more important
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The Hitts expect to move into their new home by mid-January.
things than a house.
"I think $1.4 million could
buy a lot of new computers and
at least 300 well-needed parking spaces," one student said.
Whether it is the cost of the

house or the reason behind it,
there seem to be a lot of misunderstandings.
According to Karen Jennings,
director of constituent relations,
the idea to build the president's

house on campus has been discussed since the early years of
the university.
"This has always been a part
of the university's vision," she

See HOUSE, Page 7

Music brings
students together
By BOB O'LEARY
Staff Writer
During the spring semester, music
fans could descend on the UCF campus to hear several contemporary
rock bands, play interactive games
and enjoy the sunshine in a music
festival being planned by the Student
Government Association.
The festival has not been named
and no date has been set. Also, no
bands have officially committed but
Chris LaBruzzo, SGA chief of staff,
told the senate on Jan. 7 that SGA
was negotiating with promoters,
bands and vendors for a festival
sometime in March or April.
"We're still working on the name,"
LaBruzzo said. "But we will bring in
some good, well-known bands. We
hope to have at least four nationally
known bands and three or four local
bands."
LaBruzzo told the senate the names
of four bands that are being considered: Smashmouth, Third Eye Blind,
Freddie Jones and Sister Hazel.
"None have been signed,"
LaBruzzo said.
Christian Durning, SGA director of
special events, said the acts booked
would be similar to those found on
100.3 SHE and 101.1 WJRR radio.
"We don't

)

Renovations to
help minds expand

Police concerned
about pedestrian safety

By BRIAN SMITH

By CHRIS J. KRAUS

News Editor

Contributing Writer

A planning committ~e comprised of faculty, alumni and a
representative from the provost's office has drawn plans to
make additions to the Education Building.
The addition of classrooms and technical labs and the
movement of the men's locker room will occur in four phases. Phase one will include moving the men's locker room
behind the vendor, The Fa<.:t Break. The space was a team
locker room, but it is now used for storage.
In phase two, the multi-purpose room will be eliminated
and replaced by a 774 square foot technical lab. In addition,·
two other technical labs and a technical classroom will be
added.
Also, the physiology education lab will be expanded to
2,940 square feet.
Loren Knutson, director of recreational services, said the
changes caused by the first two phases on the first floor will
not affect intramural sports.
"I went to the meeting in November or early December and
in the last proposal the gym was left intact," Knutson said.
"We need the gym as it is until the rec services building is
built.
"I have a feeling once the rec services building is finished

UCF Police and the campus
safety office are receiving numerous complaints from pedestrians
about the skateboard and in-line
skate activity on campus.
The safety concerns are forcing
the university to publish policy
and guidance in future student
handbooks.
Detective Sgt. Randy Mingo,
the UCF police representative to
the campus safety committee,
said most complaints are about
the high speed pace of the skating.
"We have had complaints about
in-line skaters 'cracking the
whip,"' he said. "That's where a
bunch of them will get in a line
and really get going."
Mingo said in-line skaters are
not the only threat to pedestrian
safety. Students riding skateboards are also a concern.

See CHANGES, Page 7

"A lot of the complaints we are
getting are coming in from the
area between the theater and the
Biology Building," Mingo said.
"It's a popular hangout because of
the ramp there. They are waxing
the stairs over there. There's a lot
of damage from the skateboards.
There's a blind corner over there.
A lot of the professors are complaining that when they step out,
they almost get run over."
Mingo said the problem has
prompted the university to
address .the issue. University policy and guidance regarding skateboarding and in-line skating will
be highlighted in the next publication of "The Golden Rule," a
student handbook.
Mingo is not the only campus
official concerned with pedestrian
safety. Jim Uhlir, director of environmental health and safety, recommends that pedestrians keep
their heads up and their eyes

See SKATING, Page 6
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events," Durning said.
Durning said he is negotiating with
promoters, food vendors and others.
While the emphasis will be on
music, Durning said there will be
food courts and possibly interactive
games.
"We plan to make this an annual
event," Durning said. "We want to
draw a lot of people outside the
school, particularly students from
other colleges on spring break.
Events like this will show we're not a
commuter school."
Keith McDonald, SGA president,
said the .idea for the festival came
two years ago when SGA held a
Reggae Sunfest on the shores of
Lake Claire.
Fresh from the success of the Blues
Travelers concert at Homecoming,
McDonald said he sees this as starting a tradition at UCF.
"Part of mine and Karen's
[Montague, SGA vice president)
promise when we were elected was

See SMASHMOUTH, Page 5
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Fire torches two cars in parking lot
By ANNEMARIE MONTALI
Staff Writer
Police were called to a campus
parking lot on Dec. 2 in response
to a car fue. When officers
arrived, a Mercury Cougar
belonging to Steven Mandelo,
18, was engulfed in flames.
The flames spread to a nearby
Chevrolet pickup truck that
belonged
to
Christopher
Wilhelm, 24, causing substantial
damage. Five other surrounding
cars sustained minimal damage.
The Fire Marshall was called to
investigate.

In other reports from
the UCFPD:
•
UCF philosophy professor
Paul Riley was charged with driving under the influence on Dec.
20 at about 9 p.m. Police stopped
Riley when he failed to yield at a
crosswalk.
Officers reported Riley smelled
of alcohol, was unsteady on his
feet, had bloodshot eyes and had

slurred speech. After failing to
pass field sobriety tests, Riley
was placed under arrest and
taken to the University Police
Department.
• Police met
with Dorothy
Lallement,
58, in the
Visual Arts
Building
regarding
a

returned four hours later,
Fogartie noticed someone had
removed the left tail light cover
and damaged the right tail light.
Due to rain, no fingerprints
were found on the car.

l

missing Sony
Video Camera
taken from
room lOSQ.
j
The camera
was
placed in the
room on Oct.
15 and was
missing on Nov.
27. Lallement did not report the
incident until Dec. 10.

The missing tail light cover is
estimated at $50.

• James Fogartie, 18, parked his
Ford Mustang on campus at 7:30
p.m. on Dec. 9. When he

• UCF Parking Services reported a traffic sign missing on Nov.
20. A yellow and black No Thru

Traffic sign was placed on campus during October and was
missing one month later. The
sign is valued at $150.

• Edna Spencer, 20, reported a
banner belonging to Student
Government had been removed
from the Student Government
Kiosk between Nov. 9 and Nov.
10. The banner was for the
Provide-A-Ride program.

A book was taken from the
auditorium in
the Visual Arts
Building on
Dec. 4. Carla • A parking decal was stolen
Ferro,
20, sometime between Nov. 27 and
placed her Dec. l. Mary McDowell, 18,
history book reported the tag to be taken from
. on the stage · the rear window of her car while
\ while she it was parked on campus. The tag
spoke to is valued at $68.
her pro• Police confronted Erik Davis,
fessor.
25, about an alcohol violation on
When
Dec. 3. When officers ran a
she
check on Davis, an outstanding
warrant was found. Davis was
,--..
' \I ~""'""
placed
under arrest.
:\ ~~ l '.t~·
returned
, '-- - ·.--'- ··
\.~
Henry Whitter, 60, reported
to get the
'
two chairs and two saws were
book, it was gone.
Ferro checked with the book- stolen from inside the old Army
store and no one had tried to sell ROTC Training room. Whitter
reported the theft on Dec. 1.
the book back.
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Watching your language: New book
tries to decipher 'Generation X' slang
By LISA BERTAGNOLI
College Press Service

If you work a McJob, drive a
hooptie inherited from your parents, think Oasis is def and suspect your roommate is a Barney,
then odds are deciphering the
slang of Generation X is not
exactly a challenge.
Now, thanks to Vann Wesson,
anybody from 8 to 80 can tap
into your vocabulary, too.
just
published
Wesson
"Generation X: Field Guide and
Lexicon" (Orion Media, $9.95),
that includes fun facts about the
way you talk. And the way you
dress and have fun. Oh, and serious stuff, too, like the way you
feel about the environment, family life and the future of the
world.
Wesson, a 50-something who
lives in San Diego, said he started researching the book after
being totally mystified by a conversation
among
several
Generation Xers in a coffeehouse. One thing led to another,
and soon he had an army of 25
researchers roaming coffee
shops and breweries armed with
clipboards (to write down new
words) and cash (to pay speakers
between $1-$5 for words and
new expressions). To verify
words, researchers were instructed to have them authenticated by
three independent, reliable
sources. They found 1,600
words, a list Wesson weeded
down to 900 to include in the

book.
"There's a whole new exciting
situation developing," Wesson
says of the culture of Xers, who
generally are defined as those
born between 1965 and 1980.
"It's almost too contemporary to
write down."
Mike Ellis, an amateur linguist
who has a Web site devoted to
what he calls "slanguage" (slanguage.com), notes that popular
slang changes so fast that it's
almost impossible to record. No
matter what the generation, he
points out, people use slang for
the same reason: to identify
themselves as part of a group.
That's exactly how Caryn
Rousseau, an undergrad at the
of
MissouriUniversity
Columbia, feels. "Every generation has its own way of communicating," says Rousseau, who
says, for example, UM students
don't get mad, they get saucy.
"We say saucy--like 'I'm going to
get saucy' instead of 'I'm going to
get upset or mad.'
"The younger crowd always
wants to separate itself from the
older crowd and slang is one way
to do that," she adds.
It is, even if the same slang
words keep cycling through,
generation after generation. For
instance, Wesson defines "phat"
as "cool and hip"-- using slang to
define slang.
"Lots of Generation X talk is
recycled," says Ellis, pointing
out that "phat," "cool" and "hip"
all came from the Miles Davis

jazz era. "People just think
they're the first ones to use these
words," he says.
Wesson says he's finding recycled words have· a Gen-X twist.
For instance, "cool" is pronounced quickly, and sounds
more like "kuhl," he notes.
Gen Xers might not be the first
ones to spout "kuhl," but they are
certainly the first to utter "voice
jail," "ohnosecond," and other
words that spring from technology. "Voice jail" is the term
Wesson found for voice mail so
badly designed that a user gets
trapped in it. The oh-so-witty
"ohnosecond" marks the instant
you realize you've hit the wrong
button on your computer and that
love note is going to your mother, not your girlfriend. "It
shouldn't have been a surprise
but there are a lot of technical
words," Wesson says.
Contrasts, too, mark the Gen-X
vocabulary. Take bogus, for
instance. While Daniel Webster
says it means "fake" and a clueless parent might think it means
"no good," Gen X cognoscenti
know it means the opposite.
"It's a defiance thing," says
Janelle Wilson, an assistant professor of sociology at University
of Minnesota, Duluth. "This is
Gen X's way of saying "You
meant it this way, but we're
going to mean it this way."
Wilson cites "fresh" as an
example. "If I told a student my
weekend plans and he said,
'fresh,' I'd take that to mean that

what I'm doing is really dull."
On the other hand, she knows a
Gen X compliment when she
sees one. A couple of quarters
ago, Wilson was reading through
student evaluations and 'aw the
comment, "Professor Wilson
rocks!"
"I felt like I had arrived," she
says.
Some terms found by Wesson's
team include:
•Barney: Moron, jerk.
• The Bomb: The best.
• Cool beans: An expression of
moderate joy. When someone
offers to pay your way into a
movie, you can reply, "Cool
Beans!" If they offer to donate a
kidney to save your life, a more
enthusiastic response is warranted.
• Circling the drain: Though
originally medical · slang for a
patient near death who refused to
give up the ghost, it is now also
used to describe projects that
have no more life in them but
refuse to ·die. "That coffee shop
is finally closing. It's been circling the drain for the last six
months."
• Def: Outstanding, terrific.
• Drinking his milk: Hot guy.
"He's drinking his milk."
• Does windows: A basketball
term that indicates the player can
dribble dunk, shoot from outside,
guard--whatever the task--better
than anyone else. It is also used
to label a person who can perform certain tasks extremely
well.

• Filler: A relationship sustained
while waiting for the right one to
happen along.
• Jonesin': Badly in need of. "I'm
Jonesin' for a double espresso."
• Hooptie: Big gas-guzzling
cruiser with a minimum of 1,000
square feet of interior. Suitable
for those unplanned, homeless
odysseys or as a spare bedroom
for uninvited house guests.
• Kervorking: To kill something.
• Look, kevork that project and
let's go out for a burger. "
• Kodak Courage: An extra dose
of courage and the tendency to
go beyond one's usual physical
limits when being filmed or photographed, especially during
action sports, such as skateboarding, snowboarding and
extreme skiing.
• Merched: The commercialization of anything, but particularly
things seen as representative of
Gen X. This is not a good thing.
• Narg: Ugly, bad.
• Psychographic: Marked by
intense visual input.
• Psychotic: Really great.
• Queeved: To run out of energy.
• Triscuit: Tq be a flake, an airhead. "Don't be a triscuit."
• Ubermensch: German term
coined by Friedrich Nietzche to
describe his vision of a superior
human being. Now used ironically to put down someone who acts
as if he or she is much better than
others, morally or otherwise:
"Oh,
you're
such
an
Ubermensch!"
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Smashmouth may
perform at UCF
From PAGE 1

I
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to re-establish Homecoming and
events like that;" McDonald said.
"Christian helped put together that
(the Blues Travelers concert and
fireworks display), and this is a
part of something that can be a tradition.
"It could have been established
(after the Reggae Sunfest) two
years ago but now we can start it
again this year."
During said SGA hopes to draw
more than 5,000 people to the festival, so SGA will try to take it outside instead of holding it in the
UCF Arena.
.
'Tm going to be pleased with
several thousand people the first
year," Durning said. "Then hopefully they'll tell five friends about
it and it will grow from there."
Also at the meeting, the senate
voted down McDonald's appoint'."
ments Jill Lynn Poole as student
lobbyist and Dana Johnson as education senator.
f Sen. David Siegel said the senate
could not approve .the appoint~ ments because the elections and

of

•

appoin~en~s conuru.ttee. ~d not
meet with either Poo1e or Johnson.
If the senate didwnot 'fOte C?P. .~
appointments, Poole and Johnson
. woutd have ~n., auton):~ically
approved.

President's Welcome Back
Reception for students is a Hitt

''They just had not come before
By DAN McMULLAN
that (E&A) committee," Siegel
Staff Writer
said. "Had they met with the committee, we could have probably
Students filed inside the
approved them."
Administration
Building on
McDonald was upset with the
Jan. 8 to avoid the rain and
senate's actions, but he said he will
attend the Welcome Back
reappoint both Poole and Johnson.
Reception
hosted by UCF
"It's the responsibiljty of the
President Dr. John Hitt.
E&A chairman [Richard Andrade]
Hitt said he recalled similar
to call the appointees, but I talked
receptions
when he was a stuto one of them and she said she
dent
but
not
the kind he hosts at
didn't hear from any of the senaUCF.
tors," McDonald said. ''But r real"I like to get out of 'my office
ly can't say for sure that he
and
meet students," Hitt said.
[Andrade] didn't try to contact
"I host these receptions
them. It's not his fault but it's going
because
they are good opportuto set us back. We need to have
nities
to
do something for the
that lobbyist 'on board before the
student
during a time of
state Legislature starts.''
increased
stress with classes
Richard Holliday; :E&A vice
starting and long lines," Hitt
chairman, said Andrade had been
out of town, but the appointees ' said.
Hitt's wife, Martha, said she
were called.
agreed
with the objective of
"With the Thanksgiving holidays
doing
something
for the stuand exams., none of ~s p~rl a
dents
as
she
recalled
past welchance . to meet," "' Holliday said.
come
back
receptions.
"But '\Ye <;ouJ,d nQt just l~t them be
"The Ice Cream Social was
automatically appointed. It's our
the
most popular!" Martha
job to intecyiew tbem and confirm ,<;
said.
them.
Guests of the reception were
... Bolliday-s<Ud th~,E&acpUjpit" il
served
by faculty members:
'tee wiil meet w'ith 'Poole and ~
E.
Whitehouse,
university
Gary
Johnson within the next three ,
provost
and
vice
president
for
w~eks.
Academic
Affairs;
Dan
McDonald"might hav~ to iake
Holsenbeck,
vice
president
for
another appointm~.n~
University Relations; Diane
Jacobs, vice president for
{j

'

;Y.!S

i..?

Research
and
Graduate.
Studies; William Merck, vice
president for Administration
and Finance and Le Vester
Tubbs, vice president for
Student Affairs.

"Few people get
to see how hard I
work administratively for the student body.
Interacting directly
with the student
body (at receptions) is the most
rewarding part."
-Keith McDonald
Student Body President

The event was catered by
Marriot Food Services.
Seventy-five dozen cookies
were baked to prepare for the
returning students, said Ron
Simko, the Dining Services
director.
Alison Topalian, a customer
service representative for
Marriot, was on hand to keep
the cookies coming and the
punch flowing. Like Simko,
she said · she enjoys being

involved with campus activities
and serving the students.
Next to the cookie tables, a
line of students formed leading
to the Cashier's Office.
Freshman Kym Soluri said
she was grateful for the cookies.
"I was starving," Soluri said.
"No time to get back to my
room before class. It means a
lot to me to see UCF officials
out amongst the students serving cookies and punch."
Junior Keisha Williams said
she learned of the reception on
Monday by an e-mail and was
looking forward to the event all
week.
Hitt said he has been striving
to correct the university's reputation as a commuter college
and Karen Jennings, who
works for Hitt, said she agreed
these events help bring the students closer together.
Keith McDonald, Student
Government Association president, was handing out cookies
and carrying them to students
standing in line at the Cashier's
Office.
"Few people get to see how
hard I work administratively
for the student body," he said.
"Interacting directly with the
student body (at receptions) is
the most rewarding part."
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Skating to be addressed in next 'Golden Rule'
From PAGE 1
open.
"The problems are being
caused by the folks going faster,"
Uhlir said. "Skateboarders and
in-line skaters need to share the
sidewalk and be aware of their
surroundings. They need to slow
it down a little."
That advice could have helped
prevent a recent collision
between an in-line skater and a
student. Goldie Stempel, a
sophomore majoring in journalism, went airborne because an
in-line skater was going too fast.
"A few weeks ago, I was walking to class with my boyfriend
when this rollerblader hit me,"
she said. "He was going pretty
fast. He knocked me off my feet.
He didn't even stop to say he was
sorry. He just kept skating and I
screamed at him what a jerk he
was. It was just rude. I wasn't in
the way and I didn't stop walking
or anything."
Despite Stempel's close call,
she is not critical of on-campus
skating. She said skaters have
every right to skate on school
grounds.
"They just need to slow1it down
and pay more attention,"
Stempel said. "Not only could I
get hurt, but so could they. "1
Sometimes skaters do get hurt.

Judy Sayers, nursing director at
the Student Health Center, said
some skaters have visited the
center to treat minor injuries.
While some students and
campus officials think there is a
safety problem, others do not.
Kristi Fayed, a senior majoring
in legal studies, thinks the issue
has been exaggerated.
"I don't see a problem with
skateboarding and in-line skating at UCf." Fayed said. "I think
bicycles are more of a problem
because they can go faster. I
went to Gainesville for one
semester and skating is more of a
problem there than here. The
bicycles were worse there too. It
was like a maze trying to get to
class."
Lucas Carlo, a graduate student
in civil engineering, agrees.
"I think bic¥cles are more of a
problem on the campus than
skaters," he said. "People are
complaining about [skaters]
being on the sidewalks and they
are not allowed on the street. So,
where are they going to be?"
What do the skaters think about
safety and the university drafting
policy to regulate them? None of
the ·skateboarders interviewed
thought there was a safety problem.
"This is my exercise. I don't

play football and I don't play
basketball. I skate," said Rick
Salcedo, a senior majoring in literature. "It's just good exercise
and it's a way to get to class. I
have to park far away. It takes me
two minutes to skate here and 10
minutes if I walked it. As far as
the university writing policy, I
think it's kind of ridiculous."
Another skateboarder, biology
major C.J. Green, agreed with
Salcedo.
"I don't see a problem," Greene
said. "I've never even come close
to runntlg anyone down. You
have 'to watch out for pedestrians. If I am skating in an area
that's too crowded, I'll get off my
board. Also, I haven't seen anyone get hit or hurt, so I really see
no need for the campus to come
up with a written policy."
Other skateboard enthusiasts
are even more vocal.
"We have a right to be here just
like everybody else," said marketing junior Scott Barnes, who
does not think the universi'ty
needs a written policy. "They
should just leave this issue alone.
It's pretty much just common
sense. I mean, you are not going
to be out here doing tons of
tricks when there's a lot of .people around."
Joe 4rmstrong, manager of

University Surf and Sport, advises all skaters to be safe.
"Stay within your means and
don't try to go crazy and be a risk
to yourself or
somebody
else,"
he
said.
The campus
police
agree with that
advice. Their best
recommendation to
skaters is to slow
down.
"If it's purely exercise
and not to facilitate going
_from classroom to classroom, go to a paved, parking lot,"
Mingo said.
Mingo also said that skaters
need to realize that there are a
lot of hearing impaired students on campus. He also
anticipated future problems at
the parking garage.
"This is going to present
even more temptation for
skaters," he said. "We definitely foresee posting signs
in that area."
' Mingo recommends
pedestrians call the campus
police if they encounter a
problem with a skater.
"A complaint can be later
waged with the safety com-

mittee, but the main thing is
identifying the perpetrator," he
said. "We have issued tickets. We
try to verbally warn people first.
The officers have been successful in giving one warning.

.COming Wednesday, January 21, 1998
·To the.UCF Arena
. rhe University of Central Florida
..

'

SPRING 1998 CAREER EXPO
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENT
TO MEET WITH OVER

150 EMPLOYERS
TO DISCUSS CAREER AND
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

.------._A
__ ~ list of employers is .posted in the Career Resource Center

or call the 24-hour CRC Hotline at 823-5851
PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED
SPONSORED BY THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
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IF \'OU CAN'T
AFFORD TO TRAVEL
-JOIN THE CLUB.
Traveling doesn't have to mean expensive hotels. With a
Hostelling International Card you can stay in any of 5,000
locations worldwide for about $10-$20 a night. Hostels offer
special discounts on air, rail and ferry tickets and give you
access to a kitchen and a common room to fix your own
meals and meet fell ow travelors. Besides the thousands of
hostels in Europe and Asia, there are 300 in the U.S
including Key West, Miami, Orlando, Kissimmee,
Melbourne Beach and Clearwater Beach, all near
attractions, beaches and nightlife.

,

Membership costs only $25, call (407) 396-8282.
Group rates available to schools and clubs.
For
reservations call 1(800) 909-4776. Tell them where you saw
the ad. Like to volenteer to help promote hostelling or with
our Environmental Awareness program email us at:
bcondon@tng.net
•

'

!cf!

Hostelling International

0

http :f/www.inet-usa.comlflorida hostelling

INTERNATIONAL•

,

DAIRY

FARMERS

.Dairv Farmers, Inc.,
Presents

PEOPLE'S CHOltE AWARDS

Florida snons Hall of Fame
People's Choice Awards
Vote for une from each category

Amateur

·

FEMALE

MALE

0 Kim Batten (Track)

0 Daunte Culpepper (Football)
0 J.D. Drew (Baseball)

0 Beth Bauer (Golf)

0 Nina Foster (Volleyball)
0 Robin Keener (Tennis)
0 Jearl Miles (Track)

0 Matt Kuchar (Golf)
0 Alvin Harrison (Track)
0 Union County High School

n

0 Andre Wadsworth (Football)
0 Fred Weary (Football)

(Football Team)

Shonda Swift (Track)

0 ~------~~
Write-In

0 ~--~·----~
Write-In

0
0
0
0
0

c

MALE

Ruthie Bolton Holyfield
(Basketball)
Michelle McGann (Golf)
Lise]otte Neumann (Golf)
Lisa Raymond (Tennis)
Monica Seles (Tennis)
Karrie Webb (Golf)

0
Write-In

, From PAGE 1
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said. "It has only been in the last
few years that our fund-raising
abilities have evolved."
Jennings explained that funding for this house, The Burnett
House, named after Al and
Nancy Burnett, came from at
least 55 private and corporate
donors. The Burnetts of Winter
Park donated $500,000 for the
house "because they believe in
the value of education and giving back to the community," she
said.
."This is a key element for the
growth of UCF," Jennings said.
"It's standard fare to have a president's house on a campus this
size."
She also said the house will be
used as a vehicle for faculty,
student and employee functions.
"There will be a variety of
activities available to those who
request 'the use of the ' house,"
she said. This is the university's
home for the university's use."
Pete Newman, director of
facilities planning, and Keith
McDonald,
Student
Government president, both
agree.
"It's really a public building,
but it does show the president's
presence on campus," Newman
said.
"I definitely think it's something we need," McDonald
added. "It provides a great gathering place for the university."
"And gathering is the main
function for this house,"
Jennings
explained.
"Fundraising and friend-raising

are the primary reasons we built
it From entertaining foundation
donors to the Board of Regents
meetings, this house will provide the university a chance to
bring the community into the
campus."
Melissa Hinson, a senior in the
School of Communication,
thinks the house is a good idea.
"I think it's great, considering
the house is privately funded
and every other major university
has one," she said. "I call it an
entertainment complex with an
extra wing on the side of the
house for the president and his
wife to live in."
An ™ra wing is an accurate
desctjption, according to construction
m.anager
Larry
Chmura.
"Only about 1,000 ·of the
8,500 square feet of living space
will be for the Ritts' personal
use," he said.
_This space includes a private
master bedroom and bathroom
with a sitting area overlooking
the pool and backyard. Hitt
explained that individu~l offices
and several storage areas are the
only other private space the
president and his wife will have.
"The Hitts are making a big
sacrifice," Jennings ~aid. "They
are putting most of their personal belongings in storage. It will
be like living in a fish bow1.
They are doing it because they
believe it is the right thing for
the university." ·
Chmura said he has heard
rumors around the campus

0
0
0

Mark Brunell (Football)
Warrick Dunn (Football)
Florida Marlins

0
0
0
0

Tim Hardaway (Basketball)
Pete Sampras (Tennis)
Tiger Woods (Golf)

(Baseball Team)

Write-In

about the cost and· use of the
house and hopes this information will help clarify some of
them.
He said the rest of the 7 ,500
square feet of the house will be
for guests and entertaining. It
has three additional bedrooms
and private bathrooms available
to accommodate overnight
stays.
It also has a piano and fireplace in the living room for
entertaining and fundraising as
visitors stroll out onto the
enclosed Lanai (patio) or drift
over to the entertainment/media
room. That room, to the left of
the breakfast nook, has a large
screen television, a complete
audio center and plenty of comfortable chairs to lounge in.
The 450 square foot service
kitchen, designed by Marriott, is
equipped with complete banquet-style facilities. A three-car
garage contains storage space
for tables and chairs used for a
variety of activities.
"A lot of people worked very
hard to make this a comfortable
home for the president and the
university," Chmura continued.
"Mrs. Hitt wanted everything
simple but elegant She didn't
want to put out any airs. She
was very easy to work for."
Jennings said Hitt and his wife
Martha will be moving from
Oviedo into The Burnett House,
located on the corner of Central
and
Florida
Boulevard
Andromeda Drive West, by
mid-January.

Changes in · Education make
way for recreation_building
From PAGE 1

Professional
FEMALE

House to aid ·fundraising

they are going to use the gym for office space and
classrooms. But the building will not be built for
another three years."
Knutson said he hopes the recreational services
building will be open by fall 2000. He said it will
have an indoor track, basketball courts and a
swimming pool.
He said the multi-purpose room can be replaced
because it is hardly used.
"We don't use it anymore," Knutson said. "We
used it for aerobic classes, but we now hold the
classes in the fitness center, which is located in the
student center."
Sandra Robinson, dean of education, said the

renovations are in the planning stage.
"The first floor is undefined with student affairs
in the center," Robinson said.
The third and fourth phases will add faculty
offices on the second and third floors, and the fifth
phase will replace faculty offices on the first floor
with classrooms.
Graduate studies, education student services and
the instructional technology resource center are
several of the offices that will move to the second
and third floors after the renovations.
The renovations plans are in the dean's office on
the third floor of the Education Building. There is
also a suggestion box for student input.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grand Prize
Three Day Bahama Cruise
All ballots will be entered into grand prize drawing.
Deadline for entenitg ballols in drawing is Feb. 1, 1998.

No purchase necessary.

- Clip This Ballot and Mail To -

Florida Sports Hall of Fame
Dairy Fanners, Inc./People's Choice Award
P.O. Box 1630
Lake City, Florida 32056-1630
Or Vote - Florida Sports Hall of Fame Web Page Address:
Http.//www .isgroup.net/flafame/

got milk?

en tr al
lorida
uture
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Wrong! Tactics to avoid for the informational Interview
By JAMES J. CRAMER
Special to College Press Service
Looking for a job? Here'_s
another chapter in the primer-how not to get hired on Wall
Street.
OK, so this kid comes to see
me looking for a job. Like everybody, the kid's supposed to be
dyn-o-mite. Of course, I am
doing a favor for somebody to
see the guy. That's how it always
is. Nobody ever really wants to
see anybody in our business
because nobody ever wants to
hire an entry-level person. Heck,
but you never know. So I tell the
kid to come in at 7:30 a.m. He
shows up at 7:45 a.m. with nothing except his resume in hand.
Rule No. 1: Be there at 7:15
when 7:30 is called for. You

never know when you may catch
the target (me) before his assistant comes in to block you (not at
my place, of course, because
everybody has been in for an
hour already).
Rule No. 2: Don't come in
empty-handed. Bring donuts.
Bring bagels. Heck, bring coffee.
Bring a @#$% Egg McMuffin.
But don't just bring yourself.
Nobody wants to see you anyway. They always want to see a
Dunkin' Donut.
So he sits down and I ask him
why he wants to see me. He
hems and haws, something about
the market. Something about
looking to change careers.
Rule No. 3: You are there
because you can make me
money. If you can't, I don't want
to see you. We are in the money

business, not the life-changing
business and not the Works
Progress Administration.
I ask him what he likes about
the stock market. He says it's
exciting. I ask him where does he
get his information, what he
reads. He says the Journal sometimes, TheStreet.com once or
twice. Wrong!
Rule No. 4: You read everything.
You
devour
TheStreet.com--believe me every
trading and sales desk reads us,
so you will make a great impression. You never miss a Journal.
You read Barron's, Investor's
Business Daily, Business Week,
Forbes and Fortune. And you
watch CNBC because we all do.
I ask what he likes in the stock
market. He says the market is too
high. So I ask him what he would

short. He says he doesn't know,
and then he mentions Coke,
"because it missed the numbers."
Rule No. 5: Be ready with a halfdozen ideas. If you don't like the
market, be ready with a halfdozen shorts. Know where they
went out, their 52-week range,
their price-to-earnings multiple,
the president of the company,
what they do and who follows
them. If you can, find out what
the analysts at the firm you are
interviewing at think of your
picks.
Be
combat-ready.
Anticipate.
I ask him what he can bring to
the party that is special. He
shrugs.
Rule No. 6: You can bring hustle. Everybody in my business
likes a hustler. In fact we can
teach hustlers and we don't mind

doing so.
I tell him to leave.
This interview did not have to
be painful. When you get your
15 minutes, use them wisely.
While I am not hiring, periodically someone puts the screws to
me to see somebody to "help
him." They are always the same.
They are always a waste of my
time.
Don't you waste someone else's
time. Know the answers. Know
the etiquette. Don't be interview
roadkill.
James J. Cramer is manager of a
hedge fund and co-chairman of
TheStreet.com at
www.thestreet.com.

Bad news marks 20th century, professors say
BY COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

LONDONVILLE, N.Y - If
you ask history professors, Adolf
Hitler and the World Wars are
what the 20th century will be
remembered for.
That's according to a list compiled by Siena University professors Thomas 0. Kelly II and
Douglas A. Lonnstrom.
The two professors, who head
the Siena Research Institute,
have been compiling lists of significant people for the past five
years. "The turn of the century is
here, so we thought it was time
for a roundup," says Kelly.
Kelly, a history professor, and
Lonnstrom, a statistics professors, asked 100 professors to list
the century's five most signifi-

cant people and events. Hitler, Woodrow Wilson and Theodore ranked 12th among the most sig- include the formation of Israel,
Joseph Stalin, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Jonas Salk (No. 9), nificant people in the world, and the Chernobyl nuclear disaster
Roosevelt, V.I. Lenin and Mao Bill Gates (No. 12), and John Eleanor Roosevelt came in 18th and the Cuban missile crisis.
When asked to list noteworthy
Zedong topped the list of global- Fitzgerald Kennedy (No. 14) among the most significant
inventions of the century, the
ly significant people. Social also made the list. (Nixon came Americans.
Both World Wars, the Russian professors put the computer,
reformers and human rights in sixth on the list; Johnson,
advocates such as Gandhi (No. eighth.) Runners-up stateside Revolution of 1917, the end of nuclear energy, televisions, the
7), Martin Luther King, Jr. (No. included Walt Disney, Lee the Cold War and the Great airplane
and
the
11) and Mother Teresa (No. 12) Harvey Oswald and Mr. Rogers.
Depression headed the events automobile/assembly line in the
also made the list. Also-rans Only two women were ranked by list. The Holocaust (No. 9) and top five. ·Other big ideas?
included Ronald Reagan, Elvis historians as being among the the
bombing
of Antibiotics, the radio and the
Presley and Mohammed Ali--but most significant people of the Hiroshima/Nagasaki (No. 7) also birth-control pill.
alas, no Princess Diana.
20th Century. Mother Teresa was made that list. Runners-up
The biggest surprise for the
researchers is that the list includ- . - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ed so many villains worldwide,
but the Americans were for the
most part·good people, "depending on how you view Nixon and
Lyndon Johnson," says Kelly.
The top five Americans listed
were FDR, MLK, Henry Ford,
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Dates to Remember
-Main Campus Elections: Feb 17-18
·Area Campus Elections: Feb 16· 18

Petitions can be picked up
beginning Jan 20

http://pcgasus.cc.urt'.cdu/-sga

Declaration of Candidacy: Jan 26 {9am)
-Jan 29 (Spm)
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Default rates down, reports ed department
By CHARLES DERVARICS
College Press Service

,

,

WASHINGTON - The student loan default rate has
declined nationwide for the fifth
consecutive year, largely because
of continued progress by those
attending for-profit trade and
technical schools, the U.S.
Department of Education says.
About 10.4 percent of all student borrowers were in default
during 1995, down from 10.7
percent the previous year and
11.6 percent in 1993. The 1995
rate also is less. than half the
record of 22.4 percent posted
back in 1990, before the

'

Education Department. began a leges, the default rate increased progress at trade schools, tradicrackdown on schools with high from 13. 8 percent in 1994 to tionally a source of high defaults.
default rates.
14.2 percent in 1995, the most Rates for these schools fell to
"This five-year trend is truly recent year for which data was 19.9 percent in 1995, down from
astounding," said Education available.
23.9 percent rate for 1993 and
Defaults at public four-year 21.1 percent the following year.
Secretary Richard Riley, who
Despite such progress, the
credited federal
collection institutions also increased from
efforts, sanctions against high- 6.8 percent to 7.1 percent, the Education Department also
default schools and a strong Education Department said, and noted that·college and university
economy for the steady declines. defaults increased by less than students relied on loans to pay
But not all of the data indicat- one percentage point among pri- tuition more than ever before in
ed progress, however. For exam- vate two- and four-year colleges. 1995. More than 1.9 million stu"We're concerned whenever . dents began repaying loans in
ple, despite the declines at trade
and technical schools, defaults default rates creep up," said 1995, up about 50,000 from the
among students at two- and four- David Longanecker, assistant previous year.
As a result, the number of
year colleges and universities · Education Department secretary
actually increased slightly from for post-secondary education.
defaulters increased slightly -1994 to 1995.
But these small increases were by 113 students, said Education
Among public two-year col- not enough to offset continued Department's data. Nationwide~
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the department reported 199,346
borrowers in default for 1995.
Even Riley questioned whether
this increasing debt burden
among students is "directly related to the increase in default
rates" at two- and four-year institutions.
Nationwide, 269 higher education institutions also may lose
access to some or all federal aid
because of the 1995 default rates
among their borrowers. Nearly
all are trade and technical
schools, although about 30 twoyear institutions and one fouryear theological seminary also
made the list.
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Worried About Your Weii!ht
..
or Eating Habits?

\

l.

Then join the !ACF Wellness Cenfer$

Weight & Eating Management GrouP!
Led by the Wellness Cehter's Registered Dietiticu-1, this
~ pro9ram for l.ACF students will help you:
~ W\C\V\a9e yot-tr wei9i,\f withot-tt dietin9
~ redlAce eW\otional & stress eatin9
:_;

I

~ eliW\in.a te bin9es1 cravin9s & overeatin9
~ feel better abot4t your body1 no mattev- what your size

~ enjoy nV\tritiolAS eatin9
~ become and stay W\ore physically active

The SPrin2 1998 i!rouPs meet for 6 weekly sessions at the UCF Health
Resource Center9 located in trailer 611 fin front of the CREOL buildin2J:

Mondays. 10-11 :30 am. Feb. 2 - March 16 ·

or
Tuesdays~

\tau

6-1:30 Pm~ March 3-APril 'l

mtAst have C\tiJt\di.Y-id.v.._al_cot1SJAl±ation with the

Joining_±he_gro..klp..1. Thet"e is no_C.QS.t
p~'o9J•'CH'Y\. Stop

foll'

d ie+i±iavi p..r:ior,_fQ

this appointment o!I' the 9Y'otAp

by the t-lealth Resou~ce Ce~'\+e..-.

meMt aMd to si9n up. For" mo!l'e iV\fo1-4mation call

to make yo.k\J" appoin-

t..\S

at: 823-584"'1.

CHARLEE
Family Care Services
Of Central Florida, Inc.

is seeking Full-Time
Masters Therapist
for Treatment/Case
Management for 7
abused and neglected
kids in a Foster
Care setting.
Fax Resume to:

(407) 273-9344
or Call:
(407) 273-8444
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LEAD STORIES
• In an October story on San
Francisco's blood-scene community, one prominent participant
told the newspaper SF Weekly,
"I'm a writer, and I drink blood.
It's such a Californian, like,
'That's my lifestyle,' kind of
thing." Said another, "The initial
cut hurts, definitely, but then
there's the rush, and it definitely
gives me energy. If (cutting
myself) makes people think, then
I feel I've accomplished something." Said another, "(B)lood is
still a medium that hasn't reached
saturation level yet. When it
does, I'm ready to come in with
pus! Squeezing pus!"
• In November, ecology
activists in Chile issued an alert
that 2-foot-long mutant rats were
att~cking livestock in Santiago.
At about the same time, residents
of Brooksville were complaining
about the sudden public appearances of 3-foot-long, 14-pound
nutria rats (vegetarian rodents
once imported from South
America for their fur). And two
weeks later, The New York
Times reported on the recent
work of Louisiana professor
Robert A. Thomas, hired with a
$2 million federal grant to contain that state's nutria rat population, largely by trying to convince the public that nutrias are
tasty.
• Bobbittization News: In
December, Alan Hall, 48, reported to police in Fairfield, Calif.,
that he had been Bobbittized by a
woman in revenge for Hall's having killed a friend of hers 14
years ago. (Hall served time for
voluntary manslaughter.) Then,
two days later, Hall admitted that
there was no other woman and
that he had done it himself for
unstated reasons. The incident
took place only three weeks after
Danish surgeon Joern Ege Siana
reported outfitting a worldrecord 5.7-inch penis extension
on a 42-year-old man, and only
two days after the former Lorena
Bobbitt, herself, was charged in
Manassas, Va., with punching
her mother in a family squabble.
SCHEMES
• In November, dentist W.
Stephen Randall, 41, was
charged with 26 drug-related
counts in Bristol, Conn.
According to the prosecutor,
Randall had a drug habit and in
various ways managed to appropriate patients' prescriptions. In

one instance he made a rare
house call on a patient, but while
in the house, he raided the
patient's medicine chest of valium and other drugs, and in
another case, he copped a rootcanal patient's painkiller and left
her instead over-the-counter
acetaminophen.
• In June, Lake Zurich High
School
teacher
Douglas
Petrovitch, 28, was indicted in
Waukegan, Ill., on six counts
related to a scheme of awarding
some students good grades if
they would allow him to shoplift
at stores in which they worked
after school. In two instances,
said the grand jury, Petrovitch
arranged with students to .pay
about $100 for merchandise
worth about $1,000.
• Police in Edmond, Okla.,
issued an arrest warrant in July
for Edward M. Jennings, 37, as
the man who toured flea markets,
pawn shops and swap meets over
the last two years attempting to
sell his homemade box, rigged
with computer parts, as an
"atomic bomb" for $1 million.
Because Jennings was on the
lam, he was unavailable to tell
·why he thought someone at a
flea market might have $1 million to spend on an atomic bomb.
•In December, an industrial tribunal in Bristol, England, took
under consideration the case of
whether the 1996 firing of Gavin
Rogers-Ball, 30, a member of the
Wells Cathedral Choir, was justified. The chief complaint against
him was that he had bribed a
schoolboy in the choir to feign
illness on a long bus ride during
a tour of Germany - so that the
driver would have to stop, which
would enable Rogers-Ball to
take a cigarette break. A 10-yearold boy induced himself to vomit
in the back of the bus and thus
collected the award, and his
mother says she does not want
the boy to grow up thinking this
behavior is acceptable.

FAMILY VALUES
• Thomas Tillman pleaded
guilty in September in Tampa for
whipping his son and stepson
with a water-soaked leather strap
and videotaping the beating.
Tillman said he made the tape so
that the boys could one day show
it to their own kids as an aid in
disciplining them.
• Brian Cook, 29, was charged
with aggravated burglary in
Springfield, Tenn., in November

after trying to rob his grandmother, Sue Denning, 64.
Denning grabbed an antique
clothes iron and hit Cook in the
head, sending him staggering
from the home.
• The New York Times reported in October on the secret life of
a
25-year-old British-born
daughter of Pakistani immigrants
living in Bradford, England, who
has changed residences 19 times
in the last five years just to avoid
death threats from her own father
and brother, who are angry that
she refused at age 16 to accept a
family-arranged marriage. The
woman said that in her last conversation with her brother, he
had promised to track her down
and kill her "slowly."
• In November, John Michael
Harris, 17, escaped from a
Wetherby, England, correctional
institution, and police warned he
might be dangerous, though his
mother, June, called him a "good
boy" and blamed "the system
(for letting) him down." Harris is
known in the press as "Blip
Boy," because his 17-page criminal record, with 103 convictions
since age 9, has by itself noticeably increased the juvenile crime
rate.

UH-OH
• In September in Cormierville,
New
Brunswick,
Kevin
Bastarache peeled an orange and
saw an inch-long, orange-colored Pacific tree frog leap out at
him. A local zoo official, familiar
with the species, said the frog
must have entered the orange
through a tiny hole and then survived on the juices. The frogs are
found from California to Canada
and are harmless, and in fact are
sometimes kept as pets.
• The Times of London reported in July that a telephone had
gone on sale in England with a
built-in stress-linked lie detector
and a retail price of about
$4,500. The manufacturer said
the most promising sales market
is executives, who would use the
device to gather business information. In a test, a Times
reporter called a used-car dealer,
who consistently registered a
high (probably lying) reading but
also phoned a notorious London
nightclub owner to talk about his
public claim that he had had sex
with more than 2,000 woman -and found the man scored low
(probably truthful).
•In November, two professors
from Wilkes University, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., announced that, based
on their study of 10 journalists at
the local Times Leader newspaper, having Muzak on in the
background at work not only
reduced stress but slightly
improved
the
journalists'
immune systems.
• In August, just after a Hudson
Foods processing plant in
Nebraska was closed down based
on a highly publicized federal
investigation that found e-coli
bacteria contamination.in ground
beef, the company suffered
another crisis. Hudson's Noel,
Mo., poultry-processing plant
became the first U.S. firm to be
fined
($300,000)
by
the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration for causing
workers. anxiety by providing
insufficient restroom breaks.
(Send your Weird News to
Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box 8306,
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or
Weird@compuserve.com.
Chuck Shepherd's latest paperback, "The Concrete Enema and
Other News of the Weird
Classics," is now available at
bookstores everywhere. To order
it direct, call 1-800-642-6480
and mention this newspaper. The
price is $6.95 plus $2 shipping.)

.----------------------~--------------

LULA WASHINGTON
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The Lula Washington Dance Company, known for its unique
blend of everything from ballet and jazz to Afro-Caribbean
and street-dance forms, has become one of the hottest ·
tickets on the contemporary African-American dance scene.
":

On January 15th, members of the company bring their
swaying gospet sexy juke-joint shimmying and socially
conscious sermonettes to UCF. The company has performed
nationally and internationally, to enthusiastic
audiences and critical acclaim. In
tuttgardt, Germany, audiences and
critics praised the company as aleading export from
America. The New York Times has called Lula
Washington's company "a vibrant, beautifully trained
ensemble" and the San Francisco Examiner used two
words to decribe them, "clearly inspirational."

January 15th, Spm
Student Center Auditorium
• Ole out of sb; of thffi> peoplf. ure
mdcr age '-'
• Carilio\astular diseases arc the leading
caase of all Afrkan·American deaths
• ~btt than half of al CV·related
deaths are females
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President's house hits a nerve on campus
By OLIVIA K. CURNOW

I

Managing Editor

I

I

,

'

\

Assuming you have all kept
up with the construction at UCF
(how could you not?), I would
first like to get out of the way
that I think this university is getting better by the day. Various
colleges are constructing their
own buildings to house the
facilities that will prepare graduates for the real world and other
centers are expanding their services to meet the needs of students. I have also heard that the
parking garage has been a success and fewer people are complaining about the lack of parking.
While I am all for expanding
the university and putting all
this extra land we have to good
use, I can't keep my mouth shut
on The B umett House, a $1.4
million home for the president
and university to use.
In this week's issue, there is a
well-written story on the front
page reporting the rumors and
controversy that surround the
house. Students and faculty
don't see the necessity of it, and

parking spot on our campus.
Then, I'd impress him/her by
dining at the Student Union and
let them kill me in a game of
pool. We'd walk on over to the
Reflecting Pond and I'd explain
how many times we've cleaned
the pond, but, gee, we still can't
seem to get that algae off the
bottom. Then, I'd give him a
tour of the dorms, talk with
some of the residents there as .
they complain about the cracked
ceiling tiles and the cockroaches. If he/she wants to take a
swim, we'd mosey on over to
the rec services building, but lo
and behold, the pool is closed,
so we head to the computer lab
and wait in line for 20 minutes
so he/she can check email.
Now, if that doesn't show a
corporation how badly we need
money, then a $1.4 million
home won't either.
The article also quotes someone from Hitt's office as saying
John and Martha are making a
big sacrifice. Oh yeah. I can see
how living in a beautiful home,
built with funds raised by 55
private and corporate donors,
can be such a sacrifice. Gee,

I have to agree with them. The
house will be used for fundraising and friendraising, the article
says, and for meetings for the
Board of Regents and entertaining foundation donors.
So, let me get this straight.
Let's say the university hopes
that Big Name Corporation will
donate, oh, $1 million to the
foundation. John and Martha
Hitt invite the head of the company to The Burnett House. This
person·parks his/her car in the
three-car garage, takes a dip in
the pool, watches a game on the
large screen TV and listens to
some classical music corning
from the stereo system while
eating a banquet-style dinner.
This person is so impressed,
he/she writes a check and hands
it over to a very happy John
Hitt.
Call me crazy, but I just don't
see it happening that way. And
if I'm just naive and don't realize
it does happen that way, then
who wants that kind of money
anyway?
My ideal fundraising venture?
I would invite the head of Big
Name Corporation to fight for a

what shall I do with myself in
this 8,500 square foot house?
Oh well, I guess I'll .go relax by
the poo1. After all, getting a tan
is such a burden, but one does
have to look good for the students.
And that's another thing.
Someone else was quoted as
saying it will show the president's presence on campus.
Well, I hope so, but I want to
know how many students have
actually seen John Hitt, and I'm
not talking about the ice cream
socials or the welcome back
receptions or the graduations.
I'm talking about seeing him
walking on campus, talking with
students and faculty, getting to .
know exactly who he is raising
these funds for. I myself have
never spoken to the man ·

@"ctJt"'f\OtlS "'fo"'( S"'fOQ.C
C\..£9..~S 1>0t1'-f ~A..aT
-to 6't1Syi£Q. •~'lt:. ·.
NOW \S ""{~\S -"(\-\(.
\

Campu~ Activities

because every time I call his
office to ask him about a story
I'm working on, his secretary
transfers me to the university
spokesperson. One administrator
tipped me off and told me he
checks his email more than he
talks to the students, so I tried
that approach. Even my email
was forwarded to someone else.
So, if this house will help the
presi.dent-student interaction ,
then that's great, and I wish
John a1 d Martha a lot of happiness in their new home. But, I
doubt I, or any other average
student, will see the inside of
that house. The closest I will
probably get is when John tosses this newspaper into his fireplace and watches my words
bum one by one.

'
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·----------starting January 14th

CAB Homecoming Director
Wedne:day, January 14th, A;plicatiorrDeadline~ Student Union, Roi>m 208,}~

f\\~1.
~. . '· · .
.

Movie: Chasmg Amy
Wednesday, January 14th, Student Union, Room 316, 6:30 &8pm

~1

Miss UCF AuditionSro;gnuprn11e13w1

~ ...----=-----_--~ ----.,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Wednesday, January 14th, Student Union, Room 218, 2:30·9pm

Lula Washington Dance Company
Thursday, January 15th, Student Center Auditorium, 8pm

Movie: Spawn
Sunday, January 18th, Student Union, Room 316, 6:30 &8pm

Comedian DT Tosh

"·.

M~~~;~ua~:~:c~ff -~
Wednesday, January 21st, Student Union, Room 316, 6:30 and 9pm

"No Place to be Somebody"
Wednesday, January 21st, Student Union, Room 316, 7:30pm '
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I really don't know, since I live on-campus and
reat:y don't need to find a parking space before
going to class. But, every bit does help and I
really hope that this does for other students.

,

-- Christina Branco, Junior, Theater, Springfield, Mass .

./

,

By PETER KUNDIS
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-- Van Bui, Freshman, Computer Science, Fairfax, VA
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Yes, I'm glad that they opened up the new parking garage. I think that parking won't b~ as hectic now.

.

¥

lir·e

'

•

I still can't find a parking spaces close to my classes,
but then I haven't had any problems with finding a
space in the parking garage. I may still have to walk
across the campus to get to class, but at least my
shoes won't be getting muddy this semester.
-- Martin Collins, Senior, Radio/TV, Orlando.

This headline says it aU.
Hot, de&kious pii1a when
and where you want it.
So pick up the J>hone
and give us a caU.
We>U be tight over.

Yes, it has helped out a lot! It gives students another
place to park at, when all of the other lots are full.
-- Jennifer Hwang, Freshman, Biology, Orlando.

Serving UCF
12213 University Blvd.

384-8888
Yes, it has helped a lot! Now the other students· can
park in the garage, and leave an empty space in the
parking lot across from Administration for me.
-- Robert Leguang, Freshman, Physical Therapy, Tulsa, OK
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Entertainment
Lula Washington combines original music, dance
By CORBETT TRUBEY
Entertainment Editor
On Thursday night, when the lights dim and the curtain is opened, get ready for a powerhouse of musical
energy to be released. The Lula Washington Dance
Company will perform in the Student Center auditorium its unique blend of traditional and contemporary
dance and performance art which has captivated audiences from the Virgin Islands to Germany.
The international touring company has received
critical acclaim for its talent and stylish choreography. The show features African-influenced dances
and abstract modern works that have been described
by critics as dynamic, mind-opening, and inspirational.
Lula Washington founded the Lula Washington
Dance Theater in 1980 and is currently the Artistic
Director. She has taught dancers around the world
and has received numerous awards from the state of
California and the NEA. Washington's choreography
portrays important social and political messages
including peace and discrimination. She has also created a tribute to Harriet Tubman titled "This Little
Light," which is featured in this year's repertoire.
Jazz, gospel, and rap are just some of the sounds
you'll hear from the company, and the wide range of
influences will have a broad appeal for those looking
for an exciting .and enlightening evening of entertainment. The free 8 p.m. show, sponsored by the
Campus Activities Board, will probably be the most
original event to take place this semester, so get there
early!

\

•

Special to the FUTURE

The critically acclaimed Lula Washi~gton Dance Company performs for UCF·Thursday evening.

3 GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATIONS mawnnro

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR
(?.!USICALO~COMEDY)

I DUSTIN
. HOFFMAN
MID BEST.ACTOR OF THE YEAR

i. .

1

~

DAV D ANSLN C'F NEWSWEEV. SAYS

HfWag the· Dog' is the most wickedly
. entertaining movie of the season!J'
SISKn & EBERT SAY

"Two thumbs up! V'Jay up!
One of the year's best films!"
AND nocrn rRUF SAYS

i'Two of the best performances
by tvvo great actors!1'

"****''
Jay Boyar
Orlando Sentinel
Dustin

Robert

HOFFMAN DENIRO
'mu llfllm mi
A HOLLYWOOD PRODUCER.
A WASHINGT0:'.\1 SPIN-DOCTOR
\\!HEN THEY GET TOGETHER,
THEY CAN MAKE YOU BEI..IEVE ANITHINC.

WAG THI DOG

A comedJ lbout \Nth, juUce u4 other special etfecta.
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NOW SHOWING AT THIS THEATRE!
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Iris/I 101111 and oilier catastro111111s
By CORBETT TRUBEY
Entertainment Editor

.,
'

Living in Northern Ireland really bites, especially if you're an
ex-con trying to get back on your
feet or the daughter of an IRA
leader. It bites even more when
Hollywood, using real-life situations to make you shed a tear
(not to mention spend six bucks),
makes the troubles of Northern
Ireland look like a foreign music
video. It's surprising, then, that
the overall production of "The
Boxer" doesn't bite as badly.
Jim Sheridan, the man behind
popular films depicting life in
Ireland such as "My Left Foot"
and "In The Name Of The
Father," brings us another story
about... life in Ireland. And

apparently things aren't much
better, either. Whereas "My Left
Foot" was simple but touching
and "In The Name Of The
Father" was highly political and
depressing, "The Boxer''. sits
comfortably in the middle, a tender love story set against the
war-torn backdrop of Belfast
(think south central L.A. without
the sunny weather).
The poor ex-con mentioned
before is Danny Flynn (DanielDay Lewis), who was imprisoned 14 years for being in the
IRA. Looking to rebuild his life,
he returns to his hometown to
start boxing again while all the
nosy residents try to figure out
what he's really up to. Only
complicating matters is Maggie
Hamill (Emily Watson), Danny's

old girlfriend, who has married
and has a son, but apparently still
makes Danny's heart skip a beat.
When Danny and Maggie start
seeing a little too much of each
other (you can't even go to the
bathroom in Belfast without
some pesky IRA guy looking
over your shoulder), the story is
set in motion.
There is no doubt that DanielDay Lewis and Emily Watson
make a cute couple, not to ment_ion their ability to show the
repressed passion they feel for
each other while the big

Northern Ireland brother ·is all seem a paint-by-numbers elewatching them. Lewis is quiet ment of Hollywood's formula for
and brooding as Danny, not to a crowd-pleaser. "The Boxer"
mention buffed-out and able to was a little too predictable to
KO a few people in the process. place on any type of cinema
Watson has a pretty juicy role as pedestal, although it recently
well, stuck in the delicate posi- nabbed a few Golden Globe
tion of loyalty to her husband nominations.
Poor Danny! Poor Maggie!
and father while longing for a
better day for her and her son. Poor Ireland! Will the young
Their performances are well- lovers be together? Will Danny
done and they have already be just as good a boxer as he was
become the overseas celebrities during his teen years? Will any
of the moment, although Lewis steps ever be taken towards
has been around considerably peace in Ireland? And finally,
. would Hollywood dare to leave
longer.
It seems as if "The Boxer" is ' moviegoers sad and disappointed
good entertainment, but that's all as they exit the theater? Hey, if
it is. ,Everything about the Rocky made out okay....
movie is very cut-and-dry, from
the plot, which moves at warp Rating: "The Boxer" - ** 112
speed, to the characters, whom
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Student Activities Day, Daytona
Campus, 4-6 p.m.
Movie: Chasing Amy, Student
Union, Rm. 316, 6:30 and 9 p.m.
Miss UCF Auditions, Student
Union, Rm. 218, 2:30 - 9 p.m.

Movie: Spawn, Student
Union, Rm. 316, 6:30 and 9
p.m.

Lula Washington Dance
Company, Student Center
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
UCFTheatre: "No Place to Be
Somebody" opens, runs
through Jan. 25

No Classes, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day
observed

Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day

WUCF-FM 89.9: The
Rake's Progess
(Stravinsky), 1 :30 p.m.

Comedian OT Tosh, Student
Union, Locos, 8 p.m.

THE FEEL-GOOD MOVIE OF THE YEAR.

KnosstNG
DISCOVER LUXURY
UCF Area's Newest

Apartment Community

LUXURY INTERIORS!
+ ALL UtJHue~ lncludM
+ fully EquiPOl?<l Kitchen
(iodudt>S mk:rowave}

, STYLISHLY FURNISHED!

• C.eriimk T!lei &. Celling F;ins

+- Every Bedro()ffi

~a "Mi!Ste~

Suite"

Two, Th.ree and Fcur B(laroom
)

Apa1tme11!l come Comp!e.:c v.1m:
• fully furnished Llvfng- Room

+ Fully f,Jrnlshed Oln ng R@:i
+Fully fumhhed

+ P.!Ckate Ac<:eptance .-.nd Oefiv~ry
+Fax and Copter Service
+ Computer/Study umrr
+ 24 Hour Erm:rg1mc;y Matni;ena11ce

1

Red:~

+ fo;I S!ied Wa$1}f;r <111!.! Dryer

+ Profeulonal Management

+ lmemet Acc;ess and link ro Pt>psus

+ Individual leJ.~ Program
+ lloommace Matclllni

• Fully Equipped Fitnm Centtr
• Two Lighted Tennls Courn
• Lighted Baskett>alf Court

SAFETY!

• lighted Sarid Volleyball Court
• R<!ln:1hlni; S'r\immlng Poot

+ Monitor~ Al3rm System in Urnts
+ Well lighted Groond~, Pandng Lou

PERFECT LOCATION!

:and 81'et'1i'Y>.'XfS

Across from the UCF Campus

+ Panic Alert Button In lach 6edroont
•Deadbolt locks at Eacll Emry

t&·.·!·'~.:;"·
'y
")

-

[

'

Call us today to find out how to reserve
your new apartment home!

(407) 282-4 100
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Students find no
breaks during holidays
By VICKI DeSORMIER
Staff Writer
For Marcye Kayne, getting
back into the swing of things
after the Christmas holiday was
no big deal.
"It's not like I had time off,"
the 36-year-old single mother
of two said. "I worked myself
silly. Probably twice as hard as
I do during the school year."
For older students with fami-

Older & Wiser
lies and work obligations, the
winter break is not really time
off as it is with younger students who travel home to be
doted on by parents or who just
kick back and relax for a couple
of weeks.
"I think things really kick in
when that last class is over,"
Darlene Wallace, 43, said.
Parents who have some time
off from classes do not have
time off from their children
who are also home from school.
They must try to find ways to
entertain their youngsters in the
down time and still work in the
few precious moments to prepare the household for the holidays.
"It's not like I relaxed for a
moment," Kayne said. "Being
back here is almost a relief for
me."
She said she spent her break
taking care of her children and
making sure they had plenty to
do while they were out of
school. Her ex-husband was
working out of the country, she
said, so she had to be with the
children every moment.
"I have a friend who watches
them when I'm in school," she
said. "I figured I'd give her the
winter break off."
In addition, Kayne said she
has to work 40 to 50 hours a
week at her job at a retail store
during the weeks before and

immediately after Christmas.
That is not the time to ask for
time off in a job like that, she
said.
Time off, she said, is not
something she ever gets.
"It doesn't bother me,
though," she said. "I know it'll
all be worth it after I get my
degree."
Wallace said she did not have
a moment to herself during the
break, but she enjoyed the time
she had with her husband and
daughter.
"I had a chance to cook for
them and really fix the house up
nice for Christmas," she said. "I
did some Christmas shopping
and stuff like that. I didn't have
a spare second. Getting back to
class will be a breeze after
that."
John Knowles said he didn't
even notice the break.
"I was so busy trying to get
my schedule figured out that I
never even had a break from
school on top of taking care of
all the Christmas things,"
he said.
The 30-year-old father of one
said he is dealing with what he
calls a "mid-life career change"
and trying to maintain a happy
home life at the same time.
"It seems like all I ever do is
school," he said. "Even when
I'm not in school, I'm in
school."
Some older students think
their younger counterparts
don't appreciate the difficulties
involved in trying to juggle
school, work and family obligations.
"Sure some of them work, but
not unless they want to,"
Knowles said. "And I hear them
complain all the time about
how tough life is. I just hope
they stay in school and take the
classes that will lead them
down the path they want,
because it's much harder to do
it this way, believe me."

·Golden Knights

9asketbca11 ·

Upcoming games,,,

Sat., f cm.24
vs.Campbell

Tltu.rs•• /cm.22

vs.College ol CJurrJesfon
1:30 p.m.

1:30p.m.

WOMEN'S
ltm-~4

vs. Stetson
5:00 p.m.
I

*AIJ games played at UCF Arena
F'or more information call (407)823-6028

"VICIOUSLY FUNNY!

THIS COMEDY SHOWS OFF THE BEST OF
MR.
ALLEN'S HUMORI"
-Janet Masbn, THE NEW YORK TIMES

.,~··

<

"A TRIUMPH!

AMONG THE MOST UPROARIOUS COMEDIES
IN MEMORY. A
WORK OF COMIC GENIUS!"
- Gene Shall!, TOOAY. NBC -TV

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S
BEST PICTURES!"

(

r'

- Jeffrey Lycms. WNBC

"BRACINGLY FUNNY!"
- Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

CAROLIN£ AARON
BOS GALAQAH
BltlV CRYSTAL
MAIHH HEMINGWAY
f:RlC LLOYD

DEMI MOORE

WOODY ALLEN
RICHARD BENJAMIN

K!R STI EAllE V
ERIC BOGOSIAH

JUDY DAVIS
AMY IRVllHi
JUUA LOUIS-DRF.YflJS
ELISABETH SHIH'.

JULIE KAVNER

HAZHU GOODMAN
TOBEY MAGUlfff.
STA.NLf.Y TUCCI

ROBIN Willi.AMS

I.I Deconstructing

••ti.rry

Harry Block wrote a bestseller about his best friends.

Now> his best !riend$ are about to become his worst enemies.
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WEST OAKS
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298-4488

www.flf.com

ENZIAN

CINEMA CAFE

17 B;> It!

MAlllAl'~l)

828-1088
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Grand Opening
January 12th - 23rd
?

a

I

Serving Made to Order Oscar Mayer Hot Dogs - Fat
Free and Regular (Beef), Nachos, Taco Salads, Curly
Fries and Baked Potatoes Made Your Way. This
Nifty New Concept is Located Just Outside The
Great Escapes Restaurant Near the UCF Bookstore.

\

"Stop By, Try Us & Sign Up For a Chance to
Win a Mountain Bike!''

Effective- 'f.'eb. "98, the Knights Pantry becomes home to:
PIZZA HUTEXPRESS.
We look forward to bringing UCF the preferred leader in pizza.
along with chicken wings, subs, breadsticks, and additional late
night hours of operation!
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HOT DOG

$2.79

$1.59

AU American

Cl~lll6Atl
Cajun Lightning

NYC Dog

Early Riser
w/ Lg. Coffee

Chicken

$1.59

$L89

~

(w'ith beverage purdrnsc)
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KING HOLIDAY
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W /Lg. Coffee or Soda

Roasted Vegetable
Burrito

$1.89

Combo$3 .. 50

Hagel & Cream Cheese

?<<o uh ,, 7·.00 pn~
7·1'1 •ir. · 2:W F'"

())\ .•'\R o\L\YER HC•T DCH~ ('O.
.M<:•nd.i\ · Ft<.!w
t0:3cl Am· h~l i"u
Sat'J,d;;,- ·
.
HHO .,,r. · 2:W

Hawafa.n
Mahi-1\1ahi

16

14

;1:1=1i!!'.ii: 1 ;·'~ta
Pasta Primavera

Curly :f'"'ries

$3.50

$L19

wifh CatHe 8md

17
Cl~Hl~ADI

''Snack Attack1>
3 cookies wirh Lg. Soda
or Coffee

Cot-1v1tr'y F.-k'd Siec\L~

Si22L'i!

Ctk'.S<'o'

s.~bd

$3.99

21
'tbe

1\nig~te

PanttV

Spaghetti with
meat sauce

Breakfast Bagel Sandwich
w/ 16 oz. OJ.

Combo $3.50

$2.99

i~Combo

lVIear .

Specialty Dog, Curly
Fries & Med. Soda

$3.29

FISH "N'; CHIPS
w/ Lg.Soda

$3.49

u:1:.ttif.il:~;1:1.1:4

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM

~f)e 1\nigl)t~ Puntr~

,,,,, .... 30
,,~<~9.J
fl'.,.,,. -,, , , ,

6tl Turkey Sqb

Western Omelet
w/ Lg. Coffee

Giant lib. Baked Potato
w/any two toppings

$2.99

$1.49

25

Pudding Bar
Southwestern
Pork loin

,,,,.,_

20
UNIVERilTY DINING ROOM

MARTIN LUTHER

Bean Soup
Mongolian Wok

P<mtr9

19

18
U.S. Senate

13
'(l)~ "E.nigl)t~

w/ chips & Lg. Soda

$3.99

,..,, ,,., 12
,.~~!911!!...a
,,,,__..

11

Smvt<l•~ • !hm:by (lnr~rim): 2:>\" pm - 5:E)O pm

1
GRFAl*m:JWS
6"T!-frkey ~ub

Cheeseburger
w/ F.F. & Lg. Soda

CROS':lWADS CAFE
l'-fo!l<hy- Su?:<i·~· {Dir>nd: S:on P""' ·'/'JO pm
s~nmhy · Sui"fai· \ Br'"'"h): l l ::l(i am - J.~JO !"''

29

28

27

Spaghetti & Meatballs
w/ side salad & Lg. Soda

w/ chi~• & lg. Soda

Algerian Stew
Combo

$4.50

$3.99

$3.50

31
Cl\\lll~JAll
Fried Chicken
Mashed Potato
Fiesta
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Classifieds
UCF Butokukan Club
Learn an integrated system of martial
·
r c ed
l instructors.
o
arts from 5 black bet
·
f
·
1
begmners
c asses are now ormmg
No EXPERIENCE NECESSARY '
·
·
Cl asses are M & Th 7 :30-9 :00 p.m. m

Hunters Reserve - 172 Reserve Circle
#212. 2bd/2ba upstairs end unit.
Appliances includes washer/dryer.
$59,900. Call Max 526-1006 (Realtor Coldwell Banker Real Estate Inc.)
1---------------t
Condo for Rent - Large 1 bedroom,
includes water, sewer, trash pickup.
Pool & tennis courts. Off goldenrod.
$450/mth. Call 654-0326

the Ed Bldg's multipurpose room.
Call 673-5628 or 277-4408 for more
info. Open House/Demo 1/22 & 1/26 at
8:00 p.m. , free refreshments!!

1984 Harley-Davidson Sportster
1,000cc, New engine, stator, ignition
coil, battery, tires, chain, S+S carburetor, drag pipes, metallic blue with 3 1/2

CLUB INFO.

1----------------1 flexible hours. Please call Nikki @ 843Babysitter - 2 afternoons/week, need
own car. 4 elementary school children.
.
.
$7 .50/hr. Ca11 282 -5598 f or mterv1ew

gal, fat Bob tanks. Just tuned, over
$9,500 invested, professionally main55
tained, have all receipts, $ , oo:oo firm.
1-----c_a_u_4_0_71_3_8_0_-3_7_4_5
_ _ _--t
1987 Olds Ciera, 4cyl, 2.5 liter,
Computer
For
Sale:
Pentium
200,
Automatic, Air, Pwr Steering, AM/FM
48MB Ram, l.6GB!HD, 8MB video
Stereo, 146K miles, Good condition ,
card, 33.6 Fax Modem, Sound Card,
$1600 or NBO. Call
15,, Mon1'tor. $1,100. Call Marc
365-1024, litow@cs.ucf.edu
@ 657-3701

FOR RENT

I

SALE

Patient Services Rep - Int'l cosmetic
Jimmy Days Oyster Bar & Seafood
surg. prac. seeks prof. w. strong appt.
now hiring all positions: Oyster shuckers, Servers, Kitchen Staff, Hostesses!
setting/cust. svc. skills to assist busy
scheduling dept. Strong phone, inbound Accepting applications M-F 9-3pm 112
& outbound, computer skills, organized
North of Aloma on 436 in Casselton
& flexible, PT & FT, Tues-Sat., Sun- comers center. 678-1665 Ask for Jimmy
Thurs. Call 407/875-2080 x 217.
Child care needed to include after
Motivated people earn between $10-14
school pickup & light housekeeping.
per hour. No cold calling. Medical or
Must have reliable transportation &
Sales background preferred.

EARN
$750-$1500 PER WEEK
Raise all the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser
on your campus. No investment & very
little time needed. There's no obligation, so why not call for information
toda'f. 1-800-323-8454 x 95

1------------"""1

Apartment for Rent, Large 2 BR, 2 BA
Walk to UCF. Quiet, Clean, Water V!ew.
$440 per month 349-2723
EARLY BIRD GET

PIT Graphic Designer for web based
development team in Altamonte Springs
Must know Photoshop, knowledge of
web design a plus. No outsourcing.
Customer Service/Convention Hosts
$10/hr to start. Fax or email resume.
Temporary Seasonal Positions. $7/hr l---F_ax_7_8_6_-7_44
_ 7_ 0 _r_gl_e_n®_is_rs_.o_r_g_"""'1

HELP WANTED

READY FOR SPRING!
Great Opportunity. Help Greet & Hand
Attractive, affluent executive seeking
LARGE TOWNHOUSE, 1260 sq ft
Out Advertisements at Conventions.
intelligent, personable woman to assist
Customer Service Reps .needed for
with client entertainment when in
2BR/2.5BA, Laundry Room, Nice
Seasonal Positions $6/hr.
Orlando on business; dinner theater.
Carpet, Fresh Paint, Walk to UCF (300
Call for more information. 422-0018
Professional relationship only. Bio &
Yards from campus) Some small pets
allowed. To Conscientious Renter Only. ~--------------t
photo to Suite 117, Lake Lansing,
Part-time Grounds Porter
MI 48823
$495 month. Call 372-0404
For Sale: Bed, King, High quality
UCF area apartment complex. 12
hrs/wk, Flexible schedule can be tai100 SERVERS, BARTENDERS, AND COOKS
SEALY Posturepedic, mattress w/ founlored around classes. General grounds
NEEDED FOR THE DAYTONA 500! CALL
all Sh .1 @ 273 4097
FOODSTAFF 855-5521. No FEE
dation, brand new still in plastic, sacrifice $3951 Call 679 _4155 .
clean-up. C
e1 a
-

1--------------t

I

SERVICES
COLLEGE STUDENTS. PUT YOURSELF
THROUGH COLLEGE!!
WITH MAIL ORDER MAGIC.
RUSH $3 AND TIDS AD TO:
MONEY MAKER P.O. Box 2125
OVIEDO, FL 32762-2125.

T-SHIRT
+$1000

FREE

9900 b/f 5 pm or 679-9710

CREDIT CARD FUNDRAISERS FOR FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES & GROUPS. ANY CAMPUS ORGANIZATION CAN RAISE UP TO
ROOMMATE WANTED!!
$1,000 BY EARNING A WHOPPING
LOOKING FOR A RESPONSIBLE FEMALE OR $5.00NISA APPLICATION. CALL 1-800MALE TO SHARE A LARGE TOWNHOl-1E
932-0528 EXT 65
WITHIN WALKJNG DISTANCE TO CAMPUS.
QUALIFIED CALLERS RECEIVE
YOUR SHARE OF RENT ONLY $267.00
FREE T-SHIRT.
CALL 372-0404 FOR MORE INFORMATION 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
ATTENTIONALL STUDENTS!
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 5 MILES
SHIPS
GRANTS AND SCHOLAR
FROM UCF 679-9361.
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!Roommate Needed No Preference
NO REPAYMENTS, EVER!! $$$
CASH FOR COLLEGE !! $$$
212 Condo w/ tile floors & full size
laundry machines and workout gym,
FOR MORE INFORMATION
dishwasher, disposal, bottled water, and
CALL: 1-800-243-2435
ADT security alarm. Pool, pond, & spa 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
YOUR TIME IS VALUABLE!!
is located in front of Condo. Furnished
Full student services offers:
except your room. 5.5 miles from UCF
*Word Processing for term/research
on Goldenrod between Colonial &
papers etc. *Note organization
University Dr. I am a graduate student
who is courteous and pays bills on time. *Research Assistant *Free Pickup &
Delivery fssl
Call .407/525-3302
I am lookin for the same qualities in
l @aol.com or email
2 9
any interested individual. 1/2 utilities + 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
$295/mth w/ first & last and a $200
Entertainment Writers Wanted!!
deposi·t · Month to Month Contract You
For More Information, Contact the
won't be locked. Available Marchlst.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FuTURE
Call 407/671-2101 for more info.
@ 407 /977-1009

Sell your car; find a roommate and
gef a job all on the same page.
Advertise in the
Central Fiorida Future classifieds.
Call 977-1 009

Someone
•
misses. you.
1-800-COLLECT

®
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Digital postcards sure
to spice up your e-mail
By STEVE BARNES
Web Editor

/.

PREREQUISITE: ADRENAUNE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren,t
your character, confidence and
words you're likely to see in many
decision-making skills. Again,
course requirements. Then again
words other courses seldom use.
Army ROTC is unlike any other
But they're the credits you need to
elective. It's hands-on excitesucceed in life. ROTC is open to
rnent. ROTC will challenge you
freshmen and sophomores withmentally and physically LEADERSHIJ:l out obligation and requires
through intense leadership
~ about five hours per week. Regtraining. Training that builds
ister this term for Army ROTC.

•

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Trailer 501
(behind swimming pooJ),
or call 823-2430/5383.

'

\

If you're on the verge of losing your girlfriend, boyfriend, wife,
or husband we have just the solution. It's· not whp says what, it's

CYBERSPACE - Looking for
a way to spice up your e-mail?
Why not send a "virtual postcard"?
Like their snail mail cousins,
virtual
postcards
offer a
quick,
easy way
to send a
short
note, complete with a colorful
photo. Unlike traditional postcards, they can also incorporate
music and sometimes video.
The Digital Postcard, a free
service from All-Yours Internet
Solutions, offers anyone with
Internet access the opportunity
to send and receive virtual post
cards at no charge.
The site offers users the
choice of several languages
from which to choose, allowing
you to communicate with
friends and family anywhere in
the world.
The program will ask you to
select an image (photo) from
the site's archives or upload
your own photograph using a
simple procedure outlined in the
instructions. (To upload your
own picture, you must be using
Netscape Navigator 3.0 or higher and your file size cannot
exceed 35 kilobytes.)
Once you have chosen the
photo, you will be prompted to
enter the e-mail address of the
recipient(s) you would like to
receive the card. You may enter
several addresses, which must
be separated by commas, but
keep in mind they will all
receive the same message.

what you sw:.,t:Q?t;~~~~:~ ~- ~~- ~~P heart. .YY~~·~jy~~f~~~ you with
the most, ~'~'l
ot~r.-lo~ing;~u~,
nk love·~i~t:ter ,9· ;a· S,ign~~t-cv
mend a
,,,;;;"' .. .
?"
J>_,_).
-..,, , , • ~, .;;. "'°'-"'. ,••. ·.A .
.~
·, ,'\ , ""·""
brokenrh~~rt; tiri.Q,g:l:Jack yqurtJpyed~~~'e/ make#'som~gn~ 7
interes:t. edl. tn·you,
make somet>fie~begin
to fall in love~~ittl
i you.
\
.:;r
"
' ''
All at t~
IC:lw cost of $29.95 f@.r"';t~e·
first page, $19.96#fsr~\each
i.;J,' ;,
. '\:'
-~l.
additid{ta{ page.
·
. ;~,,
Cho~se<~ topic below, list the loved one's name, sbrhe'frrief
details and,we'll do the rest. Fax us your order to 407-a~CF9432
with your ~~edit card number and expiration date and . Y9,U~11 have
your letter within 48 hours faxed or mailed to you. Sati7faction
-guaranteed ·right after you read it upon receiving your fax .
!

1

,

>;.

.

'

. ,.

,..

_Broken Hear,,, _ _Break-UP
_Cheating ,-~ . _IWantU
-· ~
; ·lluvu
_l'mSorrv -

.

."

~

_FalllorMe
~Go Out With Me
_-_Will U_ _ __
,

.

#of pages tor love letter_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Loved One ____·_, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Brief Details_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Your Name IPrinU_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Your tax number- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - VISAor M/C Card# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp _ __
Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I authorize Love Letters by Shella to charge my credit card for the above listed services requested.
© 1997 SS/NW Love Letters by Sheila

ISRAa'S

BENJAMIN

NETAN YA HU

The message area has two sections. The first is a header
which will display your greeting in bold type. The second
box is for your message. The
next step is to select the colors
you want for the text and background. Choices for backgrounds run the gamut from
plain, solid colors to bizarre
tiled patterns.
Finally, you will be prompted
to select a musical theme for
your card. Choices include
rock, jazz, easy listening and
classical. Again, you may
upload your own music as long
as it meets the size requirements
set forth by The Digital
Postcard.
Once you have completed
your card, you will be given the
opportunity to preview it before
sending it. If everything is OK,
simply click the send button and
your virtual postcard is on its
way.
The recipient will receive a
short message in his or her email that they have received a
virtual postcard, along with
instructions for retrieving it. (A
link within the message takes
them directly to the pick-up
area and a code within the message insures privacy.)
The Digital Postcard can be
found
at
http://www.allyours.net/postcard Please keep
in mind this is only one of many
sites which offer virtual postcards. Typing in "virtual postcards" to any search engine will
provide you with links to thousands of others.
· If you know of a web site that
would be of interest to our readers, drop me a line at
news_guy@hotmail.com and I
will try to review it in a Future
article.
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ASU crime prevention coordinator caught stealing
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

TEMPE, Ariz. - A crime-prevention coordinator at Arizona
State University was fired Nov.
17 after being arrested and
charged with burglary.
Radawna Michelle, 31 , was
arrested after campus police said
she entered ASU's Wilson Hall
around 9:45 p.m. Nov. 7 and
emerged with a backpack. She
escaped on a bicycle and was
arrested in her office after police
found $7 in cash and several
music CDs in the backpack.
Michelle had been employed as
the university's crime-prevention
coordinator for the past three
years, said Amanda Kingsbury,
information specialist at ASU's
news bureau.
News of her arrest shocked coworkers, Kingsbury added. "She
was a great employee and tireless worker," she said.
Michelle had introduced new
safety programs to the 50,000student campus, including one
that altered buildings' surroundings--by installing better lighting
and trimming shrubs that may
obstruct windows, for example-to make them safer.
After being charged, Michelle
was released on her own recognizance. Kingsbury said she now
is a suspect in several other
unsolved burglaries.

Memorial Service For
LSU Student Draws 300
BATON ROUGE, La.-About
300 people and an army of local
and national reporters attended a
Nov. 13 memorial service for
,Benjamin Wynne, the Louisiana
State University student who

died in August after a night of
binge drinking.
The nondenominational service, held at the LSU Catholic
Service Center, included readings of letters written to Wynne's
family by members of the fraternity Sigma Alpha Epsilon, where
Wynne was a pledge. Wynne's
parents had planned to attend the
service but did not after hearing
that reporters would be there,
said Jim Crain, LSU's director of
public relations.
Crain said the criminal investigation of Wynne's death had
been turned over to the Baton
Rouge District Attorney's office,
which was deciding whether to
order a grand jury investigation
into Wynne's death.
Meanwhile, LSU has assembled a task force of 22 representatives from campus and the
community to investigate Greek
life on campus, Crain said.
Wynne had been drinking to celebrate bid night at the fraternity
when he died.

IQ Scores Gap Closing,
Cornell Scientists Report
ITHACA, NY-Intelligencetest scores between racial and
socioeconomic groups are growing more similar, not different,
say two psychologists at Cornell
University.
The two researchers, Wendy M.
Williams and Stephen J. Ceci,
analyzed scores of tests that contain verbal analogies, vocabulary, math, science, writing and
spatial reasoning and found that
racial differences in scores narrowed from 1970 to 1988, then
leveled off.
"During this period,_our coun-

try spent substantially more for
education targeted at minorities,"
commented Williams in the
November 1997 issue of the
journal
"American
Psychologist."
Gains in scores of black students, not the falling scores of
white students, were responsible
for closing the gap, Williams
noted.
The two say their work
destroys the claims of such
books as "The Bell Curve,"
which says test scores between
races and classes are different
because people with lower IQs
are having more children than
people with higher IQs.

NYU Students Protest
Moving Chimpanzees
NEW YORK - Students at
New York University who
protested the moving of , chimpanzees from lab to another may
have wasted 17 hours of their
time, say administrators.
The students sat in the president's office from just before 9
a.m. Nov. 10 to 1:30 a.m. Nov.
11. The sit-in was prompted by
the students' concern over the 28
chimpanzees
from
NYU's
Laboratory for Experimental
Medicine . and Surgery in
Primates, which the school is
closing.
However, NYU officials already
had decided to retire the chimps,
rather than move them to another
experiment facility, said Robert
Berne, vice president for academic affairs at the school. "They
protested an issue we had been
working on and had come to a
conclusion on:" Berne said.
The students, a mix of graduate

~UCF

Did You Pay College
Tuition This Semester?
Join UH~ Horida Army·National
Gunrd and wl"JJ pay your tuifion!
;h n nwn:b< r of thl·
(1u.:inl wmn m atknd
1

~

pnhlir

<"•lk~<·

or uni-

wr~ity iu florida with tlit•

Education 1)oJlar:< for
nut} l'roi,rram. 'llii:;
i~ a gn•at opportunity 10 serve Flo·
rid:t, t'ilnt ;1 part·
Unw s..1!ar1 and
enjoy tht• hen-

dit:> 11f (I hi.1th· '
Pl' educlllion. !
CAI .LTOJ>AY!

$219
(includes textbook)
6 - 8 week program

UCF Main Campus • UCF South Orlando Center

call

(407) 207-4929
r

l_

Division of Continuing Education

was related to watching paranormal TV shows.
As part of the survey, respondents were asked to agree or disagree with several statements
that measured their tendency to
believe in the paranormal. They
also were questioned about
Study Examines Whether whether they had experienced
anything that might be considTV Influences
ered outside the realm of normal
Paranormal Belief
existence. In addition, respondents were asked whether they
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.- viewed several shows that rouPick up the TV listings these
tinely
feature
paranormal
days and you'll find plenty of
themes.
witches, angels, vampires and
Overall, belief in the paranorspace aliens in the season 1s mal was common among responprime-time lineup.
dents. "For example, o·ver 50 perThis prompted Purdue
cent of them indicated a belief in
University researchers to ask ghosts; nearly one-third reported
whether exposure to paranormal
that sometimes they had been
phenomena on TV made people
able to read another_ person's
more likely to believe in such
mind through extrasen~ory perthings as flying saucers, ghosts
ception; and nearly 45 percent
and devils.
believed in UFOs from outer
After conducting a random
space," he says.
telephone survey of 120 people
Those percentages are similar
in a small Midwestern . city, ·
to national poll results.
researchers found that belief in
Sparks says people tended to
the paranormal is more compliput paranormal phenomena into
cated than it might seem, said
two groups. One group included
Glenn Sparks, a Purdue professupernatural beings, such as
sor of communication. He says ghosts, space aliens and angels.
many factors such as age, family,
The other group consisted of
religion and education influence
psychic phenomena, such as
one's beliefs.
ESP, and astrology.
"After all these other variables
Sparks says he thinks TV's
are considered, the fact that teleinfluences may be tied to how
vision even factored in is kind of
good a job it does in depicting
remarkable,"
he
says.
the paranormal. ''Because we
"Television may explain 10 persaw a connection between supercent of the belief in the paranornatural beings and television-mal."
and no such connection between
People who reported a real-life
psychic powers and television
experience with a paranormal
programming--we think it may
phenomena said their TV viewhave something to do with the
ing did not influence their belief.
fact that television provides more
But for those had no such experivivid coverage of ghosts and
ences, belief in the supernatural
space aliens," he says.
and undergrads from several disciplines, did score one victory.
NYU officials promised to put a
student, though not necessarily
one of the protesters, on its
Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.

J
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Man vs. trout: landing the big one
takes more than a Brad Pitt swagger

I

;

By DOUG LANSKY
College Press Service

I

\

COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLO. - It was a fascinating
sight: men standing around in
rubber pants, adjusting their
flies, whipping their rods back
and forth and occasionally
exclaiming, "Look here. I've got
a big one!"
Of course, I'm talking about fly
fishing. And here in the shadow
of Pike's Peak, fly fishii:ig isn't
just a hobby, it's a way of life.
I, too, was wearing rubber pants,
better known as "waterproof support hose," as I stood in the parking lot of Deckers, a well-fished
stream just 20 minutes north of
Pikes Peak, waiting for my 9
a.m. beginners fly-fishing class
to begin.
I spent a good deal of time
checking my gear, or just fidgeting with it. I carried my rented
$300 rod and reel awkwardly,
like a new father trying to find a
comfortable position to hold his
baby. I spent 10 minutes studying my .sunglasses, trying to
determine whether or not they
were polarized because I'd been
told it was a crucial feature. And
I reche~ked the new fishing
license I'd picked up at 7-Eleven

for $5 to make sure it had the that looked like a ping-pong net
right date and a coupon on the but probably cost 10 times as
much, and used it as a strainer to
back for a Big Gulp.
Fellow classmates Carol and catch some small things floating
Libby, both in their 40s, arrived in the river. He pulled up a coutogether. Mark, also around 40, ple of squirmy critters the size of
and the only student who con- head lice. He and Antonio studfessed any experience, came on ied them with more interest than
his own.
you'd expect two grown men to
Our barrel-chested, bearded display when looking at aquatic
instructor was also named Mark. larvae. This, they explained (as if
He was co-leading the class with it weren't evident), was part of
Antonio, a pony-tailed junior the fun of fly fishing.
Antonio baited his line accordhigh school teacher and parttime fishing guide. Both wore . ingly and caught a trout to show
vests covered with several hun- us how it's done. More impresdred dollars' worth of fly-fishing sive than the catch, which took
gizmos, although
to the about a minute, was how gentle
untrained eye they appeared to Antonio was with the fish once
he'd caught it. He wet his hands
be colorful wads of lint.
Instructor Mark announced that before touching the trout so he
we would start fishing with wouldn't damage the scales, and
nymphs. (At this point, I would- extracted the fly like a surgeon.
n't have been able to pick a Then he held the trout in the
nymph out of a police lineup, water and stroked it while the
even if everyone but the nymph fish regained its strength. All of
was wearing a police uniform.) A this would have been touching if
nymph, Mark explained, stays Antonio hadn't just jerked the
underwater, not on top of it, and fish to shore by its mouth with a
nymphs should definitely nqt be hook.
confused with streamers, emergThe whole fishing process
ers, wet flies, or dry flies (what- seemed a bit like lassoing. a bird
flying south for the winter and
ever those were).
To determine exactly what sort yanking it to the ground, then
of nymph we needed, Mark took gently fluffing up its feathers and
a ping-pong net, or something letting it go. It certainly didn't
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KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
Angler's Covey
917 W. Colorado Ave.
Colorado Springs, CO
80905
Phone: 719-471-2984
A starter fly-fishing kit can be
had for $100; includes graphite
rod, reel, backing, and line.
Beginner lessons at Angler's
Covey cost $175 for the first person and $85 for each additional
person .
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thing more complex than the
name of the tool is the name of
the fly you're trying to tie with it.
At least, when in doubt, you can
call any lure a fly - even lures
that stay underwater, look like
worms, and have less chance of
achieving flight than Rush
Limbaugh.
" Here," Tim would say, "this is
the little doobickie. And this is
the big doo_hickie. You just hold
this chicken feather and wrap
this number No. 22 line around
- Doug, keep watching - and
make this loop. Then you just Doug, see how easy this is? tuc this thingy under while letting the little No.14 doohickie
hang. You see that .. right?"
And I would tell Tim, "Yes, I
saw it." Then he'd hand me the
tools and I'd just sit there, thinking I'd have a better chance of
constructing a Boeing 747. So
that's what I did. I just made a
life-size Boeing 747 right there
with Tim's fly-fishing tools.
After an hour, Tim had talked
me through making a "10minute" fly. It looked very artistic .. .in a Picasso sort of way. It
appeared to have two heads and
two abdomens and several stray
appendages. Tim and Signe just
stared at the thing, not quite sure
what to say. Perhaps, I suggested, it might perform well in the
streams near Chernobyl.

look like much fun for the trout,
some of which, Mark explained,
had been caught upwards of 40
times.
I must have caught one of these
professional trout. The moment I
got him on the line, he swam
straight to shore and beached
himself. He knew the drill. He
didn't even blink when we took a
flash photo of me holding him.
Possibly because he didn't have
eyelids.
I caught two trout and myself
three times (twice on my shirt
and one once on my hat). Libby
and Carol each caught two trout,
plus each other. Even Signe, my .
girlfriend, who put down her
camera for 20 minutes, caught
two fish, plus Libby. Mark (the
student) was having bad luck,
probably because· he jinxed himself by telling everyone he had
experience.
I have to admit it felt good to
pull in a fish; to see the line jerk
and the trout jump ot.it of the
water. I felt a bit like Brad Pitt in
"A River Runs Through It,"
except I'm a little taller. But
when I had to reach down to get
the hook out of the trout's mouth,
it didn't quite seem worth the
fish's discomfort. Especially
when he wriggled out of my
hands and fell on a rock. I can
certainly understand the appeal
of fishing, however, especially
when extremely expensive
speed boats are involved.
The fish we caught were
called Rainbow Trout and
Brown Trout. The Rainbows
were imported from California
and the Browns were brought in
from Germany. I began to wonder what I was doing in
Colorado, aside from sponging
off my old college roommate,
Tim, for a few days.
Tim, an experienced fly fisherman, had witnessed my casting and told me, with that honesty one reserves for good
friends, that I was "whacking
water with a stick." To learn to
appreciate another aspect of the
sport, I let Tim teach me to tie a
fly.
This was confusing from the
start. The size of the lines and
hooks get smaller as the numbers that desc1ibe them get bigger. Each fly-tying tool has a
complex name, and the only
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The
first of four park-·
•
1ng garages opens
by KATHIE BULLARD
Staff Writer

The completion of the campus parking garage was celebrated with a
grand opening ceremony held at 2 p.m. on Jan. 7. The ceremony opened
what will be the first of four campus parking garages.
The garage was built after a need fot additional spaces.
Students often found themselves late for classes and spending up to 15
minutes looking for a parking space.
The UCF parking committee has begun construction of a second parking garage on the east side of campus near the CREOLE Building. The
cost for the West Garage was $7.6 million with the cost for a#bus stop
included. The East Garage will be ''essentially identical'' to the West
Garage, said President Dr. John Hitt.
The West Garage has 1,300 parking spaces including 1,276 standard
spaces~ 24 handicapped spaces and 14 motorcycle spaces. This adds 863
parking spaces to the campus.
The parking is free for students who have a parking decal; Otherwise,
they will be ticketed.
The ceremony involved students, faculty and staff. Speakers at the ceremony included: Hitt, Keith McDonald, Student GovernmentAssociation
president; Brian Handshuh, chairman of the universityIAlafaya Corridor
Transp01tation Association and Ina Carpenter, Parking Services representative.
Guests included: the architects from Burke, Bales and Mills; contractors
from Balcer, Millen and Stuart, which worked with the construction of the
garage.
Other guests included: Bob Freeman, Orange County
Commissioner; Bill Merck, UCF Finance and Accounting and Chief
Turkiewicz, who is from the police department.
The ribbon cutting took place at 2:30 p.m. when two UCF police officers on used Harley Davidson motorcycles drove through a no parking
ribbon inside the garage.
Outside the garage, Hitt, McDonald, Handshuh and Daryl McLain cut
another no parking ribbon with the Lynx mascots standing by.
The ceremony provided music by the UCF Jazz Sextet and was catered
by Marriott.
During the ceremony, McLain presented Hitt with a gift from Lynx that
represented the partnership between UCF and the transportation company.
SGA was on hand to give out door prizes including Knightro dolls seen
at football games. SGA also helped to sponsor the ceremony.
Carpenter spoke at the ceremony about the services parking services
provide. ·
She said it maintains the parking lots and signs on campus and it offers
free car battery jumps, door openings and a flat tire repair.
If students need assistance while on campus, they can call 823-5812 or
the dispatcher at 823-3088.
The main reason for the ceremony was to "let the students·know that the
parking is free'' Karen Jennings, director of Constituent ~elations , said.
The parking garage was funded by the money received from parking
decals purchased by students; However, this also means better pa;rking
requires more expensive decals, and the price for decals has gone up and
will continue to go up, Jennings said.

President's race initiative
targets students
By CHUCK DERVARICS
College Press Service

WASHINGTON--High
school and college students
are the focus of new initia- tives Vice President Gore outlined Dec. 1 to promote the
Clinton administration's yearlong program to bridge gaps
among racial and ethnic
groups.
The president's One America
in the 21st Century initiative
will move into a new phase this
month by targeting youth ages
15 to 25, leaders said at a
White House roundtable for
youth leaders. "Our goal is to
reach out and bring more
young people into the initiative," Gore said.
To recruit youth, about 10
million high school leaders
will receive letters from
President Clinton this week
asking them to organize at
least one project in the next six
months to bring together youth
of various racial and ethnic
groups.
The effort, called Keeping It
Real, could involve town meetings, concerts, spealcer series
and other cultural or sporting
events, officials said. Clinton
encouraged youth to report
back to the White House on
their activities by June 14,
either by mail or through the
Internet.
"People of different races can
not only learn from one another but also grow," Gore said in
outlining the initiative just
before President Clinton was
scheduled to begin a series of
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town meetings on the race initiative. The first one was Dec.
3 at the University of Akron.
About one of every four colleges and universities also have
agreed to conduct special programs on race and diversity,
officials said. These institutions are members of the
American
Council
on
Education or the Association
of American Colleges and
Universities, whose leaders
will encourage colleges to hold
forums and other programs in
conjunction
with
One
America.
One America is focusing on
young people because they are
among those most open to an
in-depth dialogue on race, said
Judith Winston, the initiative
director.
"Young Americans' attitudes
on race are different from their
parents and even from their
older brothers and sisters," she
said.
During the Dec. 1 meeting,
Gore also encouraged college
and other youth media to play
a role in the unfolding One
America initiative. The student
press should start a "constructive dialogue" on race, he said.
For example, Gore suggested
student newspapers could:
-- organize forums to examine
racial and ethnic issues;
-- publish or broadcast a series
of articles on diversity; and
-- assign a specific staff member to work on diversity issues.
Just reporting on racial and
diversity issues promotes discussion, Gore said.
"Anyone who knows the his-

tory of the civil rights movement recognizes the press' role
as a progressive force in race
relations," he said.
Clinton's letter urges youth to
recognize that no single racial
group may represent a majority of the American population
in the 21st century. Some communities already have more
than 100 different racial and
ethnic groups, he said. ''You
are fortunate to be coming of
age during a moment of extraordinary possibility on the
American journey," the letter
states.
One America staff also urged
high school and college-age
youth to:
-- conduct volunteer efforts in
their communities;
-- start a conversation on race
in schools, workplaces and
neighborhoods;
-- speak up against racist jokes
or slurs;
-- teach children and set examples by behavior; and
-- organize family activities to
promote knowledge of other
cultures.
These messages also will be
spread nationwide through a
new public-service advertising
campaign by The Advertising
Council and the Leadership
Conference Education Fund.
The series of ads will focus on
race and diversity, targeting
youth ages 17 to 25.
For more information, contact
One America at (202) 3951010 or visit its Internet site at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/In
itiatives/One America.
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special discounts on air, rail and ferry tickets and give you
access to a kitchen and a common room to fix your own
meals and meet fellow travelors. Besides the thousands of
' hostels in Europe and Asia, there are 300 in the U.S
including Key West, Miami, Orlando, Kissimmee,
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, Meg Ryan gives a voice
to
Anastasia
.
,

By IAN SPELLING
College Press Service

,

Filmmakers Don Bluth and
Gary Goldman, the duo behind
such animated family films as
"The Land Before Time," "The
Secret of NIMH" and "All Dogs
Go To Heaven," wanted the everperky Ryan to provide the voice
of the leading lady in their latest
film, "Anastasia." And they
wanted her in a major way.
How major? They created an
animated Ryan using footage
from "Sleepless in Seattle" and
sent it to the actress.
"They animated Annie!" Ryan
says with an incredulous laugh
as she sits for an interview at the
Inter-Continental Hotel in Paris.
"They had a little part of a
scene and they had me animated
and walking across a room. I just
couldn't believe they went to that
length, to that much trouble. So,
I REALLY couldn't say no."
Instead, Ryan -- who recalls
that she was far more influenced
by "The Parent Trap" than by any
animated film as a kid -- said yes
and headed into a recording studio several times over two years
to breathe life into "Anastasia,"
which Twentieth Century Fox

I

J

J

hopes and prays will be the film babysitter. What's funny is this princess all along, but she just
that breaks Disney's stranglehold is 'Anastasia,' but we don't talk finally recognizes it. I think that's
on the lucrative animated film about how her family dies. When a good thing to say to a kid: You
marketplace.
they said they were making the don't have to work too hard.
So gung-ho is Fox on making movie, I said 'That's sick! What You're already great."
inroads into the animation uni- are they thinking?' But I think
Though Ryan's son hadn't seen
verse that they've invested $50- . they've handled it very well. "Anastasia" at the time of this
plus
million
dollars
in Even Rasputin. He's a little conversation, Ryan reports that
"Anastasia" and plowed another scary, but he's very funny."
the whole thing nevertheless had
$100 million into building a
Essentially, the film recasts the the boy confused. "They have
Phoenix, Ariz.-based animation Anastasia story as a musical in these giant billboards in Los
complex, signing . Bluth and the "Cinderella"-like fantasy Angeles, and they have one for
Goldman to long-term contracts mode. Is this peasant girl really 'Anastasia,"' she says. "He'll see
and hiring 300 animators to Anastasia? Can Anastasia and one and go, 'Is that you?' I have
churn out a new film every 18 the charming con-man Dimitri to say, 'No. It's not me. She just
months.
(John
Cusack)
convince has my voice.' He'll say, 'Oh.' He
But that's another story.
Anastasia's grandmother, the doesn't really get it. But I'm very
When it came to "Anastasia," Dowager
Empress
Marie popular with his little girlfriends
Ryan really cared only about the (Angela
Lansbury),
that right now. They all had to hold
story and partaking in a film that Anastasia's really Anastasia? my hand on Halloween because I
Jack, her 5-year-old son with Cai;i. they do it before the evil sor- was the voice of Anastasia."
husband Dennis Quaid, could cerer Rasputin (Christopher
With "Anastasia" now in thewatch. Like so many others Lloyd) does them both in? And, aters, Ryan has moved onto other
when she first heard the news of course, will Anastasia and projects. First up is "City of
that "Anastasia" -- a saga about Dimitri fall in love along the Angels," in which she co-stars
an orphaned princess set amidst way?
with Nie Cage. "Who knows
the Russian revolution and the
"In the movie, Anastasia is how the movie will come out, but
bloody demise of the Romanov somebody searching for herself," it was a great experience," Ryan
family -- would be transformed Ryan says. "She's looking for a · says. "I play a heart surgeon, so I
into a family film, Ryan asked sense of belonging and to be went to see real heart surgeries.
one basic question: How?
loved. What's sweet about the The heart is such an amazing
"There's some very heavy stuff movie is that it says, pretty sub- organ. It's like a dog that's been
in these movies," says Ryan, tly, that you're already the best running for a long time. It's optiwho's still cute as a button at 36. idea of yourself and you just mistic and happy and wants to go
"I talk a lot about that with our have to recognize it. She's a beat, beat, beat. Seeing the surg-

•

•

eries alone made it worth doing.
M~ character is a woman who
has a great deal of faith, but just
doesn't know it."
And, if all the details can be
worked out, Ryan will re-team
with Tom Hanks in "You Have
Mail," a romantic comedy loose1y based on the 1940 Jimmy
Stewart-Margaret Sullavan vehicle, "The Shop Around the
Corner." The film would mark
Ryan's third pairing with Hanks,
following "Joe Versus the
Volcano" and "Sleepless in
Seattle," and her third time
working with Nora Ephron, who
scripted "Harry Met Sally,"
wrote and directed "Sleepless,"
and will do double duty again
when delivering "Mail."
They'll have to send me one
and teach me how to use it. It all
takes place in New York, on the
Upper West Side. She works at a
little children's bookstore and he
works at a Barnes & Noble-like
superstore that moves into the
neighborhood. Nora's so great at
observing culture and people. It's
an adorable script. Tom's so easy
and great to work with. It'll be
great."
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When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth.
We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we have available. Plan on visiting our booth at your
college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our website at www.rayjobs.com and please send your resume to: Raytheon Staffing,
P.O. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265.
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Jennifer Love Hewitt says acting is
fine, but she wants to try college, too
By IAN SPELLING
College Press Service

body they tossed in a lake.
Funny thing that Hewitt should
turn up in "Last Summer," for
she's a scaredy-cat and had never
seen a horror movie until a few
days before "Last Summer"
commenced filming.
"Oh, please!" shouts the friendly, chatty actress during a conversation at Sony Pictures'
Manhattan offices. "The day
after I saw the film I had an interview with a journalist who sat in
front of me at a screening. When
he saw me, he said, 'I went home
with such a headache because
you were screaming the whole
way through.' It was so funny,
because I knew exactly what was
going to happen, but was still
absolutely terrified."
When the makers of "Last
Summer" first approached
Hewitt, they wanted her to tackle
the part eventually played by
Gellar, but Hewitt explained that
she'd rather read for Julie. Had
the producers insisted she play
Gellar's role, Hewitt would have
passed on the project.
"Julie really grew throughout
and I thought she'd be the bigger
challenge for me as an actress,"
Hewitt notes. "She goes through
like 20 different personalities. In

Jennifer Love Hewitt knows
what she wants to be when she
grows up.
"I definitely want to go to college and study creative writing
so I can write children's stories,"
she says. "Shel Silverstein was
the big children's author I read.
His books are not just for kids
and I love how he's not condescending towards children. Even
if a kid doesn't get it right away,
that kid will want to read it
again, and he or she will get it
eventually.
While Hewitt says sti.e'd love to
go to Boston, UCLA or
Pepperdine in a year or tow, for
now she's will have to content
herself by being not just a regular on TV's beloved "Party of
Five," but the star of America's
No. 1 movie for two straight
weeks, the horror flick "I Know
What You Did Last Summer."
Hewitt plays the sensible Julie,
one of four friends -- Sarah
Michelle Gellar, Ryan Phillippe
and Freddie Prinze, Jr. play the
other pals -- who are terrorized
by a killer a year after their car
hit a man whose not-quite-dead

each scene, she was somebody
different. She went from being
loving, happy and sweet to being
scared and vulnerable and having no idea what to do.
"Then she feels this complete
hatred for her friends for not listening to her on the night of the
accident. She comes back from
college completely demolished,
waif-like and ghostly. She then
has to become strong again, find
her friends and fight to survive. It
was exciting to play that,
because for these 20 different
personalities there were 20 different ways I could've played
them."
On the heels of "Last Summer"
comes "Telling You," which the
18-year-old actress describes as
"Mystic Pizza" with guys. "I'm
the Long Island Lolita who's
super-perky and bouncing off the
walls," she says, laughing. "I
basically stalked this one guy
back in high school and now I
come back to town and annoy
everyone: It's a small role."
Right now, Hewitt's shooting
"The Party," in which she's the
dream girl of .the lead (Ethan
Embry). "It's a romantic comedy
with a lot of romance and comedy, but it's also an 'American

Graffiti' kind of thing," she says.
"It's about what happens to all
_these high school kids who are
just about to graduate."
As for "Party of Five," the show
is going stronger than ever and,
even though Bailey (Scott Wolf)
and Sarah (Hewitt) broke up,
Sarah remains an integral character.
"They're roommates now,"
Hewitt says. "They're both going
to have romances corning up,
which will create some tension.
You'll never be quite sure if we're
jealous of each other or happy
for each other. Also, something's
going to happen to Charlie that'll
have an effect on Sarah and
Bailey. People who love to grab
tissues and cry during 'Party of
Five' will definitely get their
chance."
Hewitt has come mighty far
might fast. Beyond her acting
exploits -- which also include the
TV shows "The Byrds of
Paradise" and "McKenna," as
well as the film "Sister Act -she's got three albums to her
credit.
Fortunately, she seems to have
a good head on her shoulders.
"My mom's a big part of my
keeping my feet on the ground,"

she notes. ''I'm incredibly lucky
and don't ever want to take for
granted all the opportunities I
get. I know that for every job I
get at least 50 girls could've done
it as well or better, or just might
have been more right. Every
actor should know that."
Hewitt says she compares her
job to a toy.
"I know it sounds weird but it
makes sense," she says: "When
you're a kid you really, really
want this one toy. You get it,
stomp on it and throw it against
the wall. You don't treat it with
respect. If you treat it that way
for too long, it gets taken away
and you never get it back, or it
breaks and you never get it
back."
Instead, Hewitt says she plans
on treasuring the opportunities
she's been given, just as she
would a favorite doll or game
from her childhood.
"If you treat it gently and
caress it, you get to keep this precious thing you've always wanted. That's how I look at what I
do, and I want to treat it really
well and hold on to it for as long
as possible."
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Opponent
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1112
1/15
1117
1/22
1/24
1/29
1/31
212
215
217
2/14
2/19
2/21
2/26-28

Time

Auburn
at Florida (Sun-TV)
McNeese St. (Sun-TV)
vs. Bethune-Cookman"
Toledo
at Winthrop
Nova Southeastern
St. Thomas
at No.24 Marquette
vs. South Florida%
at Mercer*
at Georgia State*
Troy State*

I

f
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L, 70-63
L, 100-85
W, 67-51
W, 75-57
L, 69-64
W, 73-68
W, 86-62
W, 94-60
L, 85-58
L, 73-72
W, 82-72
L, 76-70
W, 82-65

Centenary*
Samford*
at Jacksonville State*
College of Charleston*
Campbell*
at FIU* (Sun-TV)
at Florida Atlantic*
Stetson*
Florida Atlantic*
FIU*
at Stetson* (Sun-TV)
at Campbell*
at C. of Charleston*
at TAAC Tournament

W, 75-53
7:30
8:15
7:30
7:30
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
2:00
7:00
7:15 I
TBA

Home Games In Bold; All Times Eastern
Exhibition, at Daytona Beach Ocean Center at Tampa Bay Ice Palace; *TAAC
Game Sun-TV: Sunshine Network
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wednesday

thursday

,,~aturday

friday

Men's basketball vs. Samford, UCF
Arena, 7 p.m.
Women's basketball at College of
Charleston, Charleston, S.C., 4:45
p.m.
Women's track at the University of
Florida Open in Gainesville, Fla.

'

sunday - -

H:J

Women's basketball at
Campbell, Buies Creek,

N.C., noon.
'Men s
1

basketball

at

aacksonville State, Ala.,
8 p.m.

-monday
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university phonathon.
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• Student friendly hours
•Close to Campus (Research Park)
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FRIDAY

$5.00 LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

IS NOW AVAILABU: AT ALL LOCATIONS.
(DINE-IN OR TAKE-OUT ONLY. MUST SHOW VALID UCF ID).

,

12269 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(407) 282-0505

2140 Chicasaw Trail
Orlando~ FL 32825
(407) 277-3757

1595 E. Silver Star Road
Ocoee, FL 34761
(407) 521-5700

1003 Lockwood Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
{407) 366-4511

2845 Garden Street
TitusviUe, FL 32796
(407) 268-5555

I
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UCF women undefeated in TAAC UCFdefeats Centenary
with late, 19-2 surge

By BRANT PATRICK PARSONS
Staff Writer

FromPAGE28
The UCF women's basketball team broke it~ huddle at center court of the UCF Arena Saturday
night with a collective "We won!" yell. Emerging
from the center of the happy group was a smiling
coach Lynn Bria. Bria even signaled a thumbs-up
to the pep band as she walked off the court. She
had reason to be excited: Her team had just dominated Troy State (6-8, 2-2) with defense en route to
an 82-65 victory.
"I thought this was the best performance we have
had since I've been here," Bria said. "You have to
talk about our defense. It was incredible. We were
everywhere. Defensively, it was a great team
~ffort."

The Knights (7-4, 2-0) held the Trojans to 34 percent shooting for the game, including 27 percent in .
the first half. UCF held TSU leading-scorers
LaKeisha Panish and Samantha Tomlinson, who
entered the game averaging a combined 41 points,
to 16 and nine points respectively.
The Knights defense was instrumental during a
25-4 run that extended a 26-23 lead with 5:15 left
in the first half into a 51-27 lead early in the second half. UCF forced nine TSU turnovers, including six 'steals, during the stretch.
Junior guard Kate Fetzek continued her recent
strong play with 13 points, bringing her total for
the past three games to 44. Fetzek, who scored a
total of 33 points in 24 games last season, added
seven defensive rebounds and a team-high five
steals.
"Defensively, Kate has always done a good job.
Now she is really getting comfortable in the
offense," Bria said.
Junior guard Chariya Davis led UCF with 15
points and junior forward Chat McClendon had a
team-high nine rebounds.

Photo by MIKE MARSHALL

Junior guard Kate Fetzek has scored 44 points
during UCF's three game winning streak.
The Knights take their undefeated TAAC record
on the road for three games, including a match-up
at Campbell University Jan. 17. Campbell, undefeated at home, handed nationally-ranked Florida
International their only loss of the season on Jan. 5. ·
"It was important for us to win at home," Bria
said. "It is tough to win on the road in this conference."
The road trip begins with College of Charleston
on Jan. 15 and concludes with Florida Atlantic on
Jan. 22. Bria said a successful trip is· within UCF's
reach, although her definition of success might not
be clearly defined.
"I'd like to pull out a win (on this road trip), at
least one win. maybe two wins. I'd like to pull out
three wins," Bria said, chuckling. "If we play solid
defense, we will have an opportunity to win all
three of those games."

career double-double by scoring Ii second-half points and
away from a team late in the
grabbing 10 rebounds.
game.
Speraw said defeating the
"I really think we did a good
Gep.tlemen
was a harder task
job closing ou(a team," he said.
than
expected.
"It was something we needed to
"Centenary came in needing
focus on. After they cut the led
this game," he said. "To their
· to five, we pushed it to 13 and I
felt we needed to win the game credit they really worked hard
by 22. We did everything we and it took a concentrated effort
needed to accomplish that on our part."
The Knights play the finale of
goal."
three-game
homestand
Sophomore guard Cory Perry . a
against
Samford
on
Jan. 15
had 16 assists over the two
before
completing
their
slate
games and added eight
at
against
the
TAAC
West
rebounds and six points against
Jacksonville
State.
CU. Mario Lovett had his first

Photo by MIKE MARSHALL

Sophomore guard Cory Perry dished out 16 assists in home
wins over Troy State and Centenary.

CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES WHO HAVE RECEIVED FUNDING
. FROM ACTIVITY & SERVICE FEE THIS FISCAL YEAR
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT UNION
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
ALPHA PSI OMEGA
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONA
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICS
ANIMATORS COUNCIL
ARMY ROTC
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
ASSOCIATION OF UNMANNED VEHICLES
BACCHUS
BAPTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES
BETA ALPHA PSI
BIOLOGY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSISTANT
CAMPUS ACTION FOR ANIMALS
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
CARIBBEAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
CIRCLE K CLUB
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS STUDENT
CREATIVE SCHOOL
DER GERMNAISTEN KLUS
DIVE CLUB
ENGINEERING COLLEGE COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
FILIPINO STUDENT ALLOCATION
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
FULL CIRCLE
GARDEN CLUB
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL STUDENTS
GRADUATE BUSINESS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
GREEK COUNCIL
· HASA
INSTITUTE FOR ELEC. & ELECTRONIC ENG.

INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
JEWISH STUDENT UNION
MEN'S "A" TEAM-INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
MEN'S RUGBY
NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH LAN
NSBE
ORDER OF OMEGA
PHI ALPHA DELTA
PHI THETA KAPPA
PHILOSOPHY CLUB
POTTERS GUILD
PRE-MED AMSA
PRE-PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETY
PROJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP
PROVIDE-A-RIDE
RECREATIONAL SERVICES .
SENATE
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
SOCIETY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL INST.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN'S ENGINEERS
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
STUDENT GOVERNMENT COMPUTER LAB
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL ENG.
STUDENT UNION
STUDENT WELLNESS ADVOCATE TEAM
SURF CLUB
TAI KWAN DO CLUB
UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION
WESLEY FOUNDATION
WOMEN 1S "A" TEAM -INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
WOMEN'S RUGBY
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Women's track bracing for Gainesville
By TODD McHALE
Staff Writer
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After capturing last year's
Trans
America
Athletic
Conference championship, the
UCF women's track and field
team reloads for another title
run with a couple of highly
sought after runners, a few
walk-ons
and
some top
returnees.
The Knights start a season
(Jan. 15 at the University of
Florida Open in Gainesville)
that may have the best recruiting
class ever for the track and field
team, said coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth. That being

tribute right away, Wentworth
said.
"Cade will be one of our big
point scorers this year,"
Wentworth said.
Another highly touted freshman runner, Takeia McClover,
who was offered full scholarships at other schools has decided on UCF, even though she
would be offered a lesser scholarship.
"(McClover is) a very talented
athlete, so we're looking for her
to be our number two or three
hurdler," Wentworth said.
While the recruited athletes
will more than likely do what
they are expected of them,

Wentworth had an unexpected
surprise with walk-on runners
such as freshman Valerie
Beaubrun from Cape Coral.
Wentworth said Beaubrun has a
legitimate shot at winning the
conference in the 400 meters.
Even though youth seems to
d,ominate this year's team, UCF
will count heavily on veterans
like Michele Boike, who was
All-Conference in the 400
meters hurdles, long jump and
high jump; Amber Twyner, who
was All-Conference in the shotput, discus and the javelin; and
Anne Panaggio, who was the
cross country MVP in 1997 and
will run the 1,500 meters, 3,000

meters and the S..,000 meters for
the track team.
"Panaggio is unbelievably fit
right now," Wentworth said.
"She's going to break a ton of
school records this year. I
haven't seen a distance runner
come in that strong since I've
been coaching."
Wentworth said during the fall
Panaggio was completing 14mile runs with ease compared to
UCF's other cross country runners.
Even with the addition of Troy
State to the conference this sea:son, Wentworth said, "We are
definitely the team to beat in the
TAAC."

Player's high school to rename field in his honor
FromPAGE28

l

the case, Wentworth is a bit
more at ease at the start of this
year's track and field season.
"If we hadn't have added the
depth to the squad I would be
stressed out, but we added so
much depth that this is the best
team we've ever had," she said.
Out of all the athletes the track
and field team recruited locally
and nationally, UCF only lost
one girl to the University of
Connecticut, because she wanted to stay closer to home.
Sophomore Corliss Cade, who
decided to transfer from DePaul
University where last year she
earned All-Conference in the
Conference USA, will con-

procedure to work. It would take
30 to 50 days before they knew if
the cells were acting as
Muhlhan's immune system.
The transfusion accounted for
more than 75 percent of the stern
cells in his body. When there was
nothing more the doctors at the
institute could do, he went home
for the holidays.
"He wanted to spend Christmas

with his family, his dog and his
friends," said Gary Muhlhan.
The stem cells were eating both
good cells and bad cells. He had
one-sixteenth of his liver functioning, but its enlarged size was
squeezing his esophagus and
causing him to throw up every
hour.
·
On Tuesday, Jan. 6, he asked
the stem cell treatments be
stopped.
"He switched to a morphine

"We stopped asking
a long time ago why
such things happen
to good people.
Hopefully he knows
why now and someday, I hope, we will
too."
-Suzette Bannister
Scott's former boss

pump on Wednesday and he still
got around," Gary Muhlhan said.
"He never lost his mind, but on
Saturday he got really, really
weak."
Scott died in his Orlando home
in the middle of the afternoon on
Sunday. He had former teammates and one of his college
roommates, who had traveled
from Greenboro, N.C., visit with
him that final day.
Bannister said she wants her 8-

year-old child to grow up to be
just like him. Dr. Phillips High
School will rename its baseball
stadium in his honor: Scott
James Muhlhan Stadium.
Why do bad things happen to
good people? Because they know
how to make the best of it.
"We stopped asking a long time
ago why such things happen to
good people," Bannister said.
"Hopefully he knows why now
and someday, I hope, we will too

........................................................................................................................................................................................................ ........................................
,,,

. . . . . .What could be better than having a job lined up
before graduation? We are interviewing and hiring
at the upcoming career fair. Do not miss out on
your chance to jump int~ the business world with
NORWEST FINANCIAL.............................................
Join our team as

MANAGER

TRAINEE~CREDJT

MANAGER

and you'll enjoy ...
• an intensive training program on all aspects
of running a consumer .finance loan office

• being responsible for the "bottom line"
• learning credit investigation, loan interviewing,
loan analysis and sales techniques

• learning collection problem-solving,
delinquency, and bad debt control

Our promote from within program allows you to assume a
branch management position in 3 years or less.

We offer a competitive salary program and superior benefit package,
plus a promotional increase when promoted to branch manager.

Send (or FAX) resume to:

..••••••..
,,,,,,

•••••••
..,••

ORLANDO, FL32807 NORWESf' FINANCIAL
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Knigllts mturn /lame in winning tasllian
By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer
After a stretch of four consecutive road games, UCF was happy
to return home to the UCF
Arena for basketball games
State
and
against
Troy
Centenary.
Especially eager to get home
was senior guard Mark Jones,
who struggled on the road
because of the flu. Feeling better,
he scored 28 points and had 17
rebounds in the Knights' 82-65
victory against the Trojans on
Jan. 10.
Jones scored nine of the
Knights' first 12 points in helping them build a 20-9 lead. It was
the rebounds that came as the
biggest surprise in Jones' effort,
grabbing a career-high 11 in the
first half. After a tough loss at
Georgia State in their last game,
Jones felt it was key for the
Knights to start quickly.
"This was a real important
game for us," Jones said.
"Coming off a loss, we wanted to
come out in front of our home

fans and get back on
upset with a lot of utilized to put away the visitors.
track. We have some
my
deci- However, the lack of killer
really good talent on
sions. I'm a instinct was a subject coach Kirk
this club and some
coach's son, Speraw discussed with his playguys really have been
so I'm sup- ers and according to Traina, is
stepping up. I tried to
posed
to something UCF will have to
get us off to a good
know better work on to succeed against
start and everybody
than that. As a · tougher conference opponents
else followed suit."
team, however, down the road.
"We got a little complacent
we
really
Brad Traina had
just one field goal in
when we got that big lead on
rebounded
the first 10 minutes
well, took it to them, and that lack of killer
but finished with 11
the basket well instinct let them back into the
of UCF's final 18
and hit our free game, said Speraw. "We have to
first half points,
throws down the keep building on big leads and
giving UCF a 47stretch to put the develop that type of attitude in
33 cushion at the
game out of these type of games. Overall,
break. Hilighted by
however, it was a solid effort."
rea~h.
a pair of alley-oop
Against Centenary on Jan. 12,
The Trojans cut
jams,
Traina
a 23-point lead to UCF couldn't put away the
established
a
nine with 3:35 left Gentlemen (2-15, 0-4) until a 19in the game, but 2 run in during the final 3:30
career high with
24 points, but
UCF held Troy gave the Knights (8-6, 3-1) a 75labeled his play
State scoreless for 53 victory. The win gave UCF
as mediocre.
the remainder of gave one more than all of last
On a personal
the game. The season when the team finished 7Sophomore forward Scot:t Wh. Photo.by MIKE MARSIIAL~
basis, I did an
effort in the closing 19. Traina led UCF with 22
out of a Troy State double tea~.te loo~s- to Pass the ball
OK job on the
minutes was due in points and Jones added 17.
boards,"
said
Speraw was pleased with the
part to an increased
Traina, who had
defensive intensity, way his team was able to pull
eight rebounds. 1 was really
which the Knights See UCF, Page 26
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FROMtheSPORTSdesk In life and death, Muhlhan is an
Men's basketball gets another transfer
Lake Wales High School-product Roy Leath has transferred from
Seton Hall University and will play basketball for the Golden
Knights next season. The 6-foot-7, 218-pound forward has already
enrolled at UCF for the spring semester. He will be a junior when
he becomes eligible next January.
A highly recruited prep star, Leath was a teammate of current UCF
center Bucky Hodge at Lake Wales High School. A four-year
starter, Leath averaged 17 points, I 0 rebounds and four blocks as a
senior, leading the team to a 24-12 overall record and the Florida
Class 4A Championship. He was named the Most Valuable Player
of the Florida North-South Senior All-Star game and was also
tabbed as a USA Today All-America (honorable mention) player
following his senior year.
Leath did not play in any of Seton Hall's games this season, but
appeared in 19 games last year -- including a start against West
Virginia. He also played 10 minutes and sank a big three-pointer in
a win over Notre Dame as a sophomore. As a freshman, Leath was
the back-up to All-Big East forward Adrian Griffin. He played in 11
games, averaging 1.4 points and 1.5 rebounds. Overall, he averaged
0.9 points and 0.9 rebounds in 30 career games for the Pirates.

Phillips to play in all-star game
Tari Phillips, who played at UCF for the 1990-91 season, will be
playing in the American Basketball League All-Star Game on Jan.
18 at Disney's Wide World of Sports.
Phillips, the 1996 All-Star G~e MVP, holds the Knights' singlegame scoring mark with 45 points and the single-season scoring
average with 25.3 a game. She is averaging over 14 points and eight
rebounds a game playing for the Colorado Xplosion.

Football signs 3
UCF signed three football players on Jan. 5. Tight end Wanzell
Underwood, punter Jay Dukes and quarterback Kelvin Robinson
will count against the four scholarships the Knights did not use during the 1997 recruiting season.
Underwood is a 6-foot-6, 240-pound prospect who failed to qualify academically last year out of Corcoran High School in Syracuse,
NY. Dukes is a North Carolina State transfer who will compete for
the job left by Marek Butcher. Robinson led Mississippi Gulf Coast
Community College with 2, 128 yards, 14 touchdowns and eight
interceptions.
All three players are enrolled at UCF.

inspiration to those around him
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor
When bad things happen to
good people, some would ask
why. When I heard of former
UCF infielder Scott Muhlhan's
death due to cancer on Jan. 11, I
asked that question as well.
Scott, 23, graduated from Dr.
Phillips High School in 1992 as
vale-

Banzo's Oram ·

_ _ _ _ _ __..._.....,. rian in
a class of about 1,000. In 1993
and 1994 he played first base for
the Knights while majoring in
business administration.
After transferring t-0 East
Tennessee State for the 1995
season, Scott missed UCF and
the Orlando area and transferred
back, his father, Gary Muhlhan,
said. He returned in 1996 not to
play baseball, but to get his
degree and to pursue his dream
in the world of business.
He chose Novartis
Pharmaceuticals over several
other offers after he graduated in
December 1990 and quickly
became a top employee. Suzette
Bannister, district manager at
Novartis and Scott's boss, said
he had an immediate impact on
those around him.
"The one thing to me that stood
out about him was how mature
he was for having just graduated
and being 22 as well," Bannister
said. "He became a role model to
everyone."
Then came the Easter Sunday
when Scott found a small bump

on right side of his neck. He visited his doctor who said it was
either cancer or an infected
lymph node.
It was melanoma. Diagnosed
on May 20, 1997.
Scott had surgery to remove
the growth on June 2. Gary
Muhlhan said the doctor came
out of the operating room 'as
white as a sheet.'
A cat scan revealed the damage: the cancer was located in
five places including the spinal
cord and liver. The liver was 30
percent destroyed by the cancer.
After the cat scan, Scott had five
chemotherapy treatments in the
span of a week. The growth had
been stopped, but the cancer
remained; however, his personality remained as well.
"He never let on how bad it
was," Bannister said. "He still
remained positive. He told the
doctors to do whatever they had
to. He told them he was going to
beat this."
He had three more chemotherapy sessions before the doctors
told him there was nothing more
they could do.
His birthday on June 13 was
his 23rd and final.
After failing to find an answer
for his son locally, Gary
Muhlhan said he tried everything, even the Internet to find
help. That's when he came upon
"a place in Manassas, Va., that
gave aloe vera treatments in a
magnetic bed. " The doctors
there wanted $15,000 for the
two-week treatment. Desperate,

Gary Muhlhan agreed and told
the doctor he would pay after the
third day of treatment.
The aloe vera coursing through
Scott's body ended up being
fructose. A placebo.
"On the second day of his treatment, Scott got out of the bed to
go to the bathroom and he· ran
into a 6-foot-8 policeman," Gary
Muhlhan said.
The DEA, FBI and Virginia
State Police raided the office for
fraud. Four other patients had
lost their lives in that same office
the week before his arrival.
But from the worst times came
hope.
"Fortunately, they gave him
nothing more than sugar water,"
Gary Muhlhan said.
Another doctor at the Manassas
hospital heard of Scott's problem
and suggested that he be the first
to try a new procedure at the
National Institute of Health in
Bethezda, Md. Scott's brother,
Brett, would take shots for five
days in a row to increase the
amount of stems cells, or
immune system cells, in his
body. After Scott would have a
special chemotherapy session
that would literally wipe out the
rest of his immune system,
Brett's stem cells would be
placed in his brother's lJody.
"This chemo finally took his
hair," Gary Muhlhan said.
There was only a 20 percent
chance that Brett Muhlhan's
blood would match Scott's exactly, which was required for the
See PLAYER'S, Page 27
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Golden Knight
Basketball
Your valid student I.D. will get
you .a chance to see:
• UCF's very own M.J.
(we hear the other one plays in Chicago)
•Brad "The Mad Bomber" Traina
• Davin "The Dunking Machine" Granberry
and if you're quick enough, you might catch a
glimpse of Cory "I'll pick your pocket" Perry.
I
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want mo re???
How about .
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A chance to win $1, 000 in
Huntington Banks' money machine*
• Walking away with another shirt on your back
in Domino~s 3-point T-shirt giveaway
• If the Knights score more than 80 points, you
get free food from McDonald's
* Scheduled for two of UCF's six remaining home games.
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